Happy 18th Birthday Emma!
How time does ﬂy. It seems not so long ago that you were a cute little
girl with bushy hair and jumpers ﬁrst bringing Hermione to life. Now
you are turning 18, a beautiful young woman, wearing high fashion and
winning awards. Yet you are still the friendly, sweet, down-to-earth
person we have grown up with. We thought we‛d start this project with
a quick look at some of the special moments of these past 8 years.
Then we‛ll have some party ideas like recipes and a music playlist. We‛ve
included some blank pages to list your goals and wishes for the coming
year, and more pages to put in some birthday pictures. The theme for
this project was “Turning 18”, so next we have a selection of fans stories
about when they turned 18, or what they are looking forward to if they
are not 18 yet. Finally, there is a huge section of birthday wishes from
the fans, both in words and in pictures. Happy Birthday, Emma.
with love from all your fans at Emma-Watson.net

Turning 18

Hi there, Emma!

Hi Emma! I am Anisha and I am 17 years old!
Although I am not 18 yet, I am looking forward for
turning 18 as I would feel more grown up than I
am! My life would change completely because now,
I am not a 5 year old child and I will be turning
into a young lady!

Here it goes!

Being an 18 year old is ‘cool‛ I‛d say! That is because
you are one step ahead to ﬁnish your teen-age.
One more year and you‛ll be liberated from the
teen-age, leaving all your sorrows, your memorial
moments behind. So far, in my teen-age, I have
had happy, sad, thrilling, horrifying moments. I
still remember them. I still remember my ﬁrst
prank which was to freak my mum out by keeping
a fake spider on the book she was reading! My
brother encouraged me to do so. We still laugh
about that today!
As for our parents, we will still be a ﬁve year old
who never grows up in their lives. No matter how
much we grow up, no matter how much old we are
or even how much we grow, we‛ll still be a ﬁve year
old to our parents. They would never treat us like
a 20 year old, but like a 5 year old. Even if we try
to make them understand that we are grown up,
they would not care and treat us just the way they
like! Here are some quotes which I heard and I
love them because they are true:
Our birthdays are feathers in the broad wing of
time- Jean Paul Richter
The more you praise and celebrate your life,
the more there is in life to celebrate- Oprah
Winfrey
HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY TO YOU and I hope you
live a long and happy life!!
With love,
Anisha

When i turned 18, it wasn‛t what i expected.
Instead of a big party i ended up playing charades
with my family, and went the pictures with my mate
for the night! I got my hair done, the same way
you did for the Goblet of Fire Premier in London.
I love that!
It was a little sad, as i lost my grandad when i was
16, and it was wierd not having him there, he died
of liver failure- unfortunately he did drink- which
is why i don‛t. Plus my mum never shelled out for
a Daniel Radcliffe lookalike- BOO! i was soooooooo
gutted!!!
But i haven‛t really changed at all. As a kid i drew
loads, loved to shop, curl up with a book, and
watch Disneys Little Mermaid every other night,
while admiring my collection of merchandise! And
running to my aunt Mo‛s just for a hug!
And the weird thing is- i still do ALL those things!
i haven‛t changed at all! The only difference i see,
is i have to get up to go to university everyday!
Plus thanks to my Dad, i don‛t do chores anymore,
because i can chose. My sisters hate me for that!
I ‘m always reminding them! =)
I guess what i‛m trying to say, is as a person i don‛t
think anyone changes- they might get married or
move out- like my best friend who got married last
year!
Just enjoy being you, and have fun- but don‛t
become too much of an adult, i tried and it‛s
BORING! HAVE FUN AS MUCH AS YOU CAN!!
Anyway, have a great birthday, and i hope all your
wishes come true! Happy Birthday!!!
Hugs from
Layla, Warrington, England.

Dear Emma
They say, that there are two most important
events in your life, your 18th birthday and your
wedding. My story for 18th birthday is short but
meaningful .
My name is Maja, and I am from Serbia (Belgrade),
and I will turn 20 years old on 16th of May. And
this is my story…
My mum died half a year before my 18th birthday,
and so it was my ﬁrst birthday without her and
it was really too much hard on me. But U being
my biggest idol on the world helped me a lot,
so it didn‛t take me long time to continue living
normally. I had a hard time, because my dad lives
in Finland and he has to live there because of job
and money, so I get to see him twice a year, and
we can‛t live there because of my little sister, who
has her school and friends here.
So anyways, I have lots of cloths like yours, and I
am not buying everything that U buy, it is just that
we have the same taste in style. But my biggest
wish was to get the same neckless that U wore.
It It is a Swarovski heart shaped neckless that
U wore on LA premier for Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets. I just loved it, and because
U were my idol, I decided for that to be the only
thing I will hunt down if I have to, just so I could
have it, just like U did. So on the big day, my dad
came home after such a long time to surprise
me…..but the fun wasn‛t over! He reserved big
lunch in the best and most expensive restaurant
in Serbia! He invited my friends and family. So,
after we ate and everything, it was present time.
The last present he gave me was his and my mum‛s.
He gave me really expensive necklace, but then ,
he gave me the present that he bought it like it
was from my mum……and it was THE Emma Watson
neckless!!!!!! I for the ﬁrst time, started to cry a
bit in front of everyone! I couldn‛t believe it! It
was from my mum and it was the neckless that I
wanted to die for.
So, after that he put on a big surprise party for
only me and my friends alone…and that is where
friends got me stuff, but my best friend got
me a collection of all your pictures she found in
magazines hehehe, it was sooo sweet. But as well,
something else has happened that night. Since my
friend frpm Finland called me to wish me happy
b-day, I was in a different side of the club where
no one really knows me. After I was done talking
in English, I hanged up, and few guys came to
me and asked me to give me an autograph. They
asked me if I was Emma Watson..and then I made
a mistakes saying it in English “No”, they didn‛t
believe it, they wanted to have picture with me so

badly….but then I started to speak Serbian and
they knew it wasn‛t U.
So dear Emma, this is a little birthday story, from
your biggest fan (not the crazy obsessed one), just
a fan who looks at u as a smart person a lot like
me, who knows how to act, who is funny and smart,
and just being your fan for 8 years, helped me
go through my mum‛s death and through so many
things. So, I wish that U have the best birthday
ever! I don‛t want that all your wishes come true,
because then U will have nothing to dream. I don‛t
want that all your dreams come true, because U
will have nothing to dream. I just wish that one
part of your wishes and dreams come true, that
will make U forever happy. Srecan Rodjendan!
XoXoXo
*maja*

Hi! Emma, my name‛s Hoang Ha. I‛m from Vietnam.
Well, actually I don‛t know where to begin. Up to
now, I have been impressive by my 18th birthday.
That was the unforgettable memory. Although it
happened last summer, it seems to be yesterday.

When I turn 18...

18 years old means everything. It‛s the end of
my pupil‛s life that everyday in 12 years I went
to school. It‛s the end of pure and dreamy high
school‛s year that friends chatted and shared to
each other. Thoughts and emotions are mixed up.
And every time we remember again, we usually
wish we could come back to the high school‛s year.
For me, 18 years old means all hard exams. I had
faced with the graduation exam and especially
the competitive exam to university. It seemed to
have a strong pressure on me although my parents
always encouraged and cared about me. Therefore
at that time, my only aim was to pass this important
exam.

These are the most special things I can do in
Norway as an 18-year old. It might seem like a
frightening time of our lives, but I believe I will
feel how it is like to be an adult, and it will be
hard. I hope my birthday party will be great, with
all of my closest friends.

July is always a signiﬁcant month to me just because
I was born in July and so was Mrs J.K.Rowling.
Besides Harry Potter & the Order of Phoenix ﬁlm
and Harry Potter & the Deathly Hallows novel were
issued. Those were the special events. And it‛s
more special when the exam was hold at the ﬁrst
of July. And whenever I felt tired of revising for
my exam, I thought about you, Emma. I imagined
your smile like bright sunshine. So I thought:” I
had to try my best to overcome this exam.” And
then two exam days with anxious feelings went
by. Then day after day, I had been waiting result.
And what‛s to come will come; my 18th birthday was
the day when I received my result exam. I cried
a lot when I knew the result. Passing the exam
and going into my enjoyable major- auditing major
were actually the great gift for me. I knew I did
do that. That day might be the happiest day in my
school‛s life.
Now there will be a few months left to my
19th birthday, I am looking forward to getting
scholarship to learn in UK. And the “distance and
time” that I could meet you, will be shortened.
Eventually, from the bottom of my heart, I wish you
have a great 18th birthday. You always remember
that huge fans all over the world always love you
and support everything you do. Be yourself and
smile a lot, Emma.

^_^ Luv you forever ^_^
Hoang Ha
p(^^)q

... I will be considered an adult
... I can do things I was not allowed to do before
... I can get my drivers licence

I sure do hope your life will become even more
wonderful than it already is, and I hope you will
enjoy every single second of the rest of your life.
You do deserve everything, Emma. You are truly
amazing, and I look up to you!
Happy, happy birthday Emma! Enjoy the day and
the rest of your life!
Lots of love from Joanna, Norway!

Turning 18
Because I am not currently 18 myself I would like
to share my thought on what I would like to happen
for my 18th birthday. Because I have been part of
a cadet group for more than 7 years now
(where does the time go) then I would like to
remember the good times I have had at cadets
and would like to have a book, not a scrapbook but
something along a memorandum book to remind me
of the good times I have had with friends who will
deﬁnitely be remembered for the rest of my life
but the memories may not. These friends are very
close to me and im sure Emma will feel the same
way about Dan and Rupert and other members of
the Harry Potter cast as they have been together
for some time now. In conclusion my suggestion
is to get a book together of different memories
of Emma and her friends having a good time on
set and off set. I wouldn‛t suggest adding any
photos from premieres or photo shoots unless
they are funny ones or photographs not taken and
posted on the internet etc because she will see
those maybe a couple of times in the future. Then
when presented with the book she will remember
all the good time‛s she‛s had on set and off set
with the cast of Harry Potter. Maybe even include
comments from each member of the cast with
funny quotes being said or even funny memories
that can‛t be taken in a photograph.
Stephen, UK

I am the same age as you, I don´t know anything
of life and don´t write poetry.
But it is something I know, that I wish you all
happiness in the world, I hope that this new year
that life has given you, that you enjoy with your
family, your friends and your loved ones and never
forget that you are a great person, a wonderful
actress and a beautiful woman.
People say that when we reach the age of majority,
we must take on more responsibilities, it is time to
mature and stop being a child to become a woman.
First, responsibility is learned in childhood and
you learned very well, maturity is created with the
experience and the time and “there is more time
than life” and the last, just have a gorgeous woman
in front of our eyes.
So just don´t worry and live your life as it has
done so far.
Probably you never know me, and may never speak
to you but if it is something I am sure that I will
always admire you.
Happy eighteen!
Laura, México

I don‛t remember my 18th birthday that well,
but since 21 is also considered a “coming of age”
birthday, I ﬁgured I would mention what that was
like.
For years, I have always felt that turning 21 would
make me feel different than anything else. When
it ﬁnally did happen, though, I felt like the same
person I had always been. I didn‛t throw a huge
party, just celebrated with my mother, father,
and brother quietly. Sounds boring I know, but the
thing is that despite the fact I was 21, I was still
the same person I had always been. It goes to show
that age may change your physical appearance, but
it does not change the person you are necessarily.
So do not worry about having to act grown up and
don‛t feel like you have to change because of your
age. Age is temporary, but the person you are, if
you wish it to be so, can last forever.
That day was also good for me because I got a
LOT of Chinese food(my favorite) lol.
I hope you have a happy birthday Emma.
Love,
Kevin.

What Would You Be? (from a cartoon like me!!)

Dear Emma...

If you‛d never been born, well then what would
you be?
You might be a ﬁsh? Or a toad in a tree!
You might be a doorknob! Or three baked
potatoes!
You might be a bag of hard green tomatoes!
Or worse than all that- why, you might be a
WASN‛T!
A WASN‛T has no fun at all. No, she doesn‛t.
A WASN‛T just isn‛t. She just isn‛t present.
But you- you ARE YOU! And now, isn‛t that
pleasant?
Today you are you! That is truer than true!
There is no one alive who is you-er than you!
Shout loud, “I am lucky to be what I am!
Thank goodness I‛m not just a clam or a ham!
Or a dusty old jar of sour gooseberry jam!
I am what I am! That‛s a great
thing to be!
If I say so myself, “HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ME!”

Hi there, I‛m Denise and I‛m from Singapore. Well
on my 18th birthday now that it is 3 years ago, I did
not have a fancy huge birthday. As I was sitting
for my year 12 Australian Exams, I almost forgot
that I was turning 18. At midnight my best mate
rang me up to wish me, throughout the day I kept
getting calls and messengers from my friends
in Australia and in Singapore. In the evening, I
had an awesome Japanese dinner with my family;
usually dad never makes it for my birthdays. But
since it was my 18th, he made an extra effort to be
in town and made sure he had nothing else on for
the night which was totally awesome, I felt on top
of the world that day! I guess I left behind the
thought of being inadequate as I was very afraid
and also very quiet, considering I was very much
into swimming and sports. I was looking forward to
a life of new changes and experiences, but most
of all I was looking forward to a stage where my
opinions are taken seriously and that the world
is not too scary to make your presence known! I
would like to say Happy 18th Birthday Emma... I
hope your 18th is very memorable as it was to me.
Please continue being who you are, making awesome
movies and being such an inﬂuence to everyone
especially to me as you are showing that nothing is
impossible and it is ok to make your opinion known
and being who you are is just enough. Have a good
day and all the best at school, sports and making
movies.

Birthday Child (should be by emma)
Everything‛s been different
All the day long.
Lovely things have happened,
Nothing has gone wrong.
Nobody has scolded me,
Everyone has smiled.
Isn‛t it delicious
To be a birthday child?
Birthday Wish (should be by Emma)
Each birthday wish
I‛ve ever made
Really does come true.
Each year I wish
I‛ll grow some more
And
every year I do!
My Star‛s Turning Eighteen!
Eighteen year‛s gone by,
How time has ﬂown,
We can‛t believe
how emma has grown!
She‛s such a joy
and so much fun,
OH MY! My star‛s
turning EIGHTEEN!!
Benson

Yours faithfully
Denise

Joyeux anniversaire Emma! When I turned 18 a
year ago, to me it meant taking control of my own
future and deciding for myself which direction I
wanted my life to go in. I feel that now is the time
to pursue the things I really want to do, such as
traveling the world!
I decided to move from Los Angeles to Paris for
a while to study painting, French, and business. I
remember you mentioning in a interview that you
are also considering living in Paris at some point,
and I just want to say what a fantastic place it is
to be for people our age! Bonne chance!
-Shanna

I turned 18 years old on July 3, 2006. I didn‛t do
anything special because I lost my Grandma that
year. I just had a little party with my family and
boyfriend. I just tried to enjoy myself, which I
did. I was happy to have a little niece in my life
because she would brighten my day. I got a special
gift from my parents which were 3 tickets to see
The Phantom of the Opera on Broadway that year.
I literally jumped for joy because it is absolutely
my favorite musical. I was grateful of my parents
giving me them as a gift. I knew that a lot was
lying ahead for me in my future. I was looking
forward to going to college and getting a career in
Art Design. Turning 18 is a big step in life because
we all head into the real world. Enjoy the life!
Candace

Turning 18 …
In less than two months, when you‛ll awake the
morning of the 15th of April and stare through
your window and see the sun greeting you with its
warmth and colour, you will be able to stare back
with this feeling in your heart … the feeling of
being grown … more mature … Being eighteen …
But what does it mean to become eighteen? Yet
another typical birthday pie you always share
with your family the 15th of April? Or perhaps the
fact that you have a candle more lit on the pie?
No, becoming eighteen is something much bigger
… In today‛s society, becoming eighteen means
“crossing the line a younger one cannot”.
You will be allowed to do what a child or a teenager
can‛t, what I can‛t. I am ﬁfteen years old, and I
will celebrate my sixteenth birthday the 28th of
March. To me, this sixteenth birthday will be “a
step closer” to “the next step”. I must admit there
isn‛t a day that goes by without me thinking about
my future … What will I be in three years? In ﬁve
years? In ten years?
If my eighteenth birthday is already exciting
right now, what I‛ll be in more than two years, I
can hardly think what is going through your mind
right now then, Emma.
You will have been waiting for that day since ever;
however, you are still not sure about yourself or
your future, even though you are eighteen. Many
people think “reaching the eighteen years old
line” is the top. Well, those people will seriously
be disappointed then. I may not have an adult
experience at all, but I am sure that becoming
eighteen is just “another start”.
It is certainly “another start” if you, Emma, are
still hesitating about the upcoming years, your
upcoming career … Simply said … your future …
This is what makes it even more exciting, nothing
in your life is determined yet; it still has to be
determined. I am sure, after you have sought the
path you want to follow, you will be happy with
your future.
May you have the most unforgettable birthday a
person can ever get!
Written by Lee (from Belgium), the 8th of February
2008

Hi Emma!
Before I share my story I would like to wish you
A VERY HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY! I wish you all
the luck in your life for the future. You go girl!!!
For my 18th birthday, I decided to go the
Madame Tussauds in London with my mates. I
always wanted to go there to take few pictures
with the stars so 18th birthday really was the
time to live it up. I live in Surrey so I had to
take trains to get to London and had to wake up
early to avoid the queues. But one of my freinds
turned up late so we missed the direct train
to London and had to get the one with loads of
stops. Anyways, we got there at around 11 am
and started queuing up immediately to pay for
the tickets. As soon as we got in, we took our
cameras out and started taking pictures. I was
waiting to get my picture taken with Tom Cruise
when my friends found Daniel Radcliffe‛s wax
statue. I was over the moon! However, I was
kind of upset because it would have been great
if Emma‛s and Rupert‛s wax ﬁgure were right
next to him. Next time if they have Emma‛s, I
shall try to be the ﬁrst one to get a picture! We
spent the rest of the day taking more pictures
with the stars. I think we ﬁnished around three
by which time everyone was hungry because we skipped our breakfast in hurry! We decided to go to a
Chinese Restaurant but because we were so hungry or maybe our brain wasn‛t functioning we couldn‛t
ﬁnd any! Later, we went to Leicester Square and ﬁnally found a decent one! Since my friends turned to
my birthday party and spend their precious time with me, I decided to pay for the meals. The food was
brilliant! Although we were extremely tired at the end of the day, it was all worth it and most of all we
had so much fun that even I can‛t express it in words.
You don‛t really need alcohol to have an 18th birthday party. Its all the about the time you spend with
your loved ones that matters.
Shraddha

I wish you a Happy Birthday.

When i will be 18 next year in Feb the ﬁrst thing i
would like my dad to gift me is the driving licence
coz this year as I‛m 17 years I‛ll learn driving
...the next thing is to have a boyfriend ...I never
had any till now but as we grow up we we tend to
ignore the social stigmas that we may get ...and
also I‛m looking forward to have a voters ID card
...I really wanna vote for the state‛s government‛s
election thing and all ...I have always seen my mum
n dad vote and have only assisted them asking to
vote for a particular party...!!! and I wanna have a
great Bday Bash for me ...the coming year ...and
loads of teddies and barbies and books... I love
them all...!!!

Widukind

with love, Anshu, India

Turning 18
I‛m turning 18 on October 22nd, 2008.The thing
I look forward to, is that I get to have more
responsibility for my life, can plan for myself, and
I get to see alot of places in the world Another
thing I look forward to is meeting new people and
discovering new hopes. Soon I will be moving from
Germany to Arizona, U.S.A. It will be a big change,
though I plan to live in England when I get older
and occasionally visit my hometown Hamburg,
Germany.

Dear Emma,
Firstly, I would like to wish you a very, very Happy
18th Birthday!! I hope that you have an excellent
day and it‛s one you‛ll always remember.
Though this is the ﬁrst time I have ever
participated in a “Birthday Project,” I have been a
huge fan of you since the very ﬁrst Harry Potter
movie came out. You are a tremendous actress,
athlete, and student, and you to me are a role
model; you are someone I look up to and always
admire. Not only can you juggle school, a career,
athletics, and a social life, but you do it very well
and always appear very friendly when approached
by fans.
My name is Dana and I live in Waukesha (WAWKEH-SHA), WI, which is located in the United
States. I am very short (about 5 feet tall) and
I have extremely curly hair. I am very athletic
because I have been a gymnast for 13 years of my
life. I am also a diver and a member of my school‛s
marching band. I work at a country club and I
volunteer regularly during my free time. I turned

18 on March 16th, and it was a major, major turn
point in my life.
As a 13-year gymnast, I have always been in a
gym at least three times a week for as long as
I can remember. I have competed since the age
of seven. My favorite event is the uneven bars.
My high school gymnastics team just recently
claimed it‛s 3rd State Championship on March
1st, 2008. (We also claimed the title in 2006 and
2007.) Turning 18, and heading off to college next
year, I will no longer to be able to continue with
gymnastics. This is a huge turning point in my life
because gymnastics has become apart of me, and
I do not know where I will be without it.
As a high school student I have always been very
active in school. I was the Varsity Diving Captain
this past year as well as a member of the 2007
State Championship Marching Band. With the
marching band I have had the opportunities to
march in the Macy‛s Thanksgiving Day Parade in
New York City and Pasadena Tournament of Roses
Parade in California. Turning 18 will mean to have
to graduate from these activities. I have made

many, many friends throughout these programs
and I will miss them all dearly.
However, turning 18 will also positively change my
life. I am now eligible to vote for Congress in the
United States. I am now responsible for myself
and I have the opportunity to do many things with
my life. In a few years I hope to come and Study
Abroad in England or France. I visited France for
the ﬁrst time last summer (2007), and it was the
most amazing and memorable experience of my
life. Europe is a fascinating and historic place to
live and I envy you for that, Emma.
All in all, I hope that your 18th birthday is
everything you hope it to be and more! I cannot
wait until Ballet Shoes makes its debut in the
United States! I also cannot wait for the ﬁnal two
Harry Potter movies.
Emma, thank you for being my role model and my
fashion inspiration. Thank you for being someone
I can relate to. I wish you the best of luck in
everything you do, and you can be certain that I
will always stand behind you 100%.
Sincerely,
Dana, USA

For my 18th birthday, my friends threw me a
surprise party. Until I was 18, my dad wouldn‛t let
me go out that much, but he promised that when I
was 18 I could go wherever I‛d like.It was so cool,
my friends drew me this huge birthday card, on
the front had a pair of hands with broken handcuffs saying: “Freedom at laast!!!”, and on the back
there was this pair of legs with a broken ball-andchain! Hahaha, it was SO funny. They cooked me
dinner, there must‛ve been around 20 people in my
friends‛ house by the end of the night.Turning 18
for me, it was like FREEDOM, but it didn‛t happen
after all, ‘cause I don‛t know if you‛ve heard, but
getting in college here in Brazil is very difﬁcult,
so I had to study so hard, I didn‛t have the time
to go out that much. Now I‛m 22, almost 23 and I
just got into college, but my dad is still a little bit
annoying!
I hope you enjoy your 18th birthday as much as
I did, it was a lot of fun, it‛s something you will
never forget!
So, happy birthday!! I only wish good things to
happen for you, I‛m always here, cheering and
celebrating everytime you get recognized by your
work, I think you‛re doing such an excellent job
with everything!!
So, have fun! Hope it‛s an unforgettable party! ;D
Kisses
Leticia, from Porto Alegre - Brazil

Hi Emma
I‛m not 18 yet but I think it‛s a wonderful age!
My birthday is in August so that means that after
that day I‛ll probably go to university. That will be
hard but it‛s important.
In the year I‛m turning 18 it‛s the last Harry Potter
premiere. I‛ve always wanted to go to London but
my parents don‛t want to come with me so I decided
that I‛ll go with the last premiere! The good thing
is that my grandparent want to pay for it =D.
I‛m also looking forward to have my drivers license!!
So that I can go anywhere anytime, even when it‛s
raining.
Have a nice birthday
xx‛ Joyce, Belgium

Hi Emma!
Just to let you know, my name‛s Ryan and I‛m from
California-and I‛m also a HUGE fan of Harry Potter!
Anyway, I‛m not 18 years old yet, in fact I‛m not
even 17 yet haha. I bet it felt more than fantastic
when you passed and received your provisional for
driving! Right now I have my permit for driving
but I‛m extremely anxious to get MY provisional
for driving too! You probably have TONS of things
that you‛re looking forward to now that you are 18
years old, and your life perspective probably looks
and feels different now too. Well, like everybody
else, I don‛t know what you‛re really thinking or
feeling exactly so the best I can do is share with
you my past and what I‛m looking forward to in the
future.
I already have this sort of set plan for my future,
or at least for my near future anyway. That‛s
because I‛m going to be two months into my ﬁrst
college year by the time I turn 18! There‛s just so
much that I don‛t know what‛s going to happen for
me when I turn 18, and all I can think about right
now is that I will have my drivers license because
I have just read on your ofﬁcial website that you
recently got YOUR provisional! Congratulations on
that by the way!
When I turn 18, I‛m going to be leaving my highschool
kind of life behind me entering college for the
very ﬁrst time. I don‛t know what that‛s going to
be like, but I‛m not very scared by the thought
and I know you probably wouldn‛t be scared either
but instead go into college with a conﬁdent and
eager attitude. You‛re truly my role model because
you‛re about the same age as me-just a year olderand you honestly inspire me to: be like you and be
studious in school and love fashion! I agree with
something you said too, “I love fashion. I think it‛s
so important, because it‛s how you show yourself
to the world.”
All in all, I‛d like to tell you that you don‛t have
to leave anything you don‛t want to behind just
because you are 18 now. I would never want to
leave behind all of my great memories of when I
was younger! So my thought is to enjoy this turning
point in your life wonderfully and memorably with
your friends and family just as anybody else would
do!
Wishing you a fantastic 18th Birthday from
California, USA
Ryan

Hi Emma,
I‛m now 19 and my 18 birthday is quite far away.
But when I turned 18, I remembered my childhood
and I realized how I was lucky, but at the same
time unlucky when I was younger. I was not so
happy, I was not well respected by people at school
and this will mark me for the rest of my life. I
remember that some friends were playing at my
back… I look at this and I can‛t understand how
I could be friend with those people all this time…
Each time I think of this, I‛m frustrated. What I
know now is that all those bad moments changed
me to become a woman. I‛m not like I was before:
I‛m mature, more severe for myself and less shy.
I‛m more sure of myself too and this is a big step
for me.
I can tell you one more thing. My two grand-parents
from Spain are dead, murdered when I was… 10 or
11 years old. So in my 18th year, I remembered all
those birthdays with them, those two people that
I love the most in the world. Their smile, their
laugh and their proud face… I will never forget
that. It hurts me a bit because they are not here
for my adult life. But in a way, I know they are
there, when I look at the stars at night… I know
they look at me.
Happy 18th birthday Emma. For me, you are a woman
and you will see, in a way, when we are adult, we
can appreciate life more because we understand
things that we would never know younger.
Have a good 18th day,
One of your most respectful fan,
Solaine ;)

Turning 18 -Turning 18 usually means being more independent,
and moving away from the safe life you have
worked so hard in making with your family. It‛s
the ﬁrst year for university students as most try
to survive this change. Being a couple of years
from 18, I can‛t divulge the ﬁrst feelings of how
it might be, but I can say I will react with these
3 following:
1) The taste of freedom: Don‛t you just hate being
called a child? Within turning 18, many will lay off
as a stereotype wisely says: Once you‛re 18 you‛re
an adult. Whether that‛s true or not, who knows?

Middle East country you‛ve been thinking about,
or sky diving or going surﬁng -- do something your
terriﬁed of. Who knows it might just be your new
talent?
Whatever your feeling, your car, or your personal
list might have. Make sure you do something
meaningful for your 18th birthday (after all your
only 18 once... well actually not true, but you get
the gist!), you might just change the world, A.K.A.
think BIG.
hehe -- found it quite funny. Many thanks!
Sheikha.

2) Driving: You are eligible to get your license at
17, but why save up? Ask parents and loved ones to
get you a car for your 18th! Perfect plan!
3) Graduation: Either from 6th form, or IB -putting on the gown and getting that diploma is
after all, the aim we‛re forever targeting. Finally
ﬁnishing high school, will be magical.
Although driving ages vary, 18 is most common
towards having a license and getting a car.
Therefore, suggestions are the following cars:
1) Lexus Hybrid RX ‘08: Comfy, pretty and is progreen! What‛s better then a car that is against
the North Pole turning to slush?
2) Hummer H2: Quite the contrast of the ﬁrst
suggestion, Hummers are known for their large
usage of petrol -- but no fear, it‛s beautiful inside.
This coming from someone who owns one... just
try not to imagine it as a box, the image will stay
forever.
3) BMW: Beautiful cars, and must I say they smell
FANTASTIC! No really, they smell great! Highly
recommended as their chic, elegant and just plain
fabulous!
Moving away from cars, many wonder what they
should be doing during the turning 18 voyage, here
is a list of what must happen after your 18!
1) Spectacular Birthday: Have the biggest, best,
most happening party ever! Outbid other friends
and truly show them what you‛ve got as a party
organizer. After all the day is all about you!
2) Fashion Faux paux: Tried of the ol‛ wardrobe?
Change everything, and anything for that something
new! Go shopping, go all out for the new you, the
18 you.
3) Achieve something: Wether it‛s visiting that

Hi ! My name is Luís and I‛m Portugal =D I can‛t tell
you how will be when you get 18 years because I‛m
only 15, So I‛ll just tell you what I think it will be
for me... Well I think all birthdays are markable...
It isn‛t a thing it happens all days ! All the memories
with your friends, family, are markable... My last
birthday was markable by the negative =D I got
stolen, with some friends from gipsys.... Well
I think my life when I become 18 years old, will
change. Absolutely, I mean my parents can‛t tell
what to do, altought sometimes this is bad. I think
your a good girl so this won‛t be a problem for you..
I‛m thinking in going to England to live for studies,
because I think they‛re better there... It‛s like,
your free at 18 years old... Birthdays some times
are a bit boring, altought like I said remarkable...
When I made 14 years old, I got almost all day
doing some poetry =D. I think you ain‛t gonna be
that girl we saw at a long time.. You‛ll be considered
an adult now... I don‛t know what are ur projects,
but with with 18 years old I sure wanna go to
university... Your feelings about ur fans are gonna
change, like ur mentality will. You won‛t be a little
girl now, thing you weren‛t in my opinion but many
of the fans think that.. I think without 18 years
ur already adult, when you have the mentality and
you can have a decent conversation with an older
ppl... Know what ur talking about... Well I‛m gonna
send you some pics later of happy birthday and
like I said keep ur good job and Happy Birthday !
=D Don‛t forget ever ur friends either ur family !
I assure you they‛re the most important thing in
our lifes, altought I think you already know it =D
Well cya =)

Luis, Portugal

Dear Emma,
When you end this reading, I expect you consider
this as a small gift for your 18th birthday.
My name is Tran Thuy Anh and I‛m 16 years old.
For me, 18 years old remains remote things but
it doesn‛t mean that I don‛t think and feel about
that. When you are 18 years old, you will be
considered be mature. Your parents, your elder
sisters or brothers will see you by other eyes.
You are no longer a child, you will be an adult and
they will attach much importance to your opinion
.When you are 18 years old, you are free to go out
with your friends without your parents‛ harsh ban.
When you‛re 18 years old, you start to build your
future, a new life and a new path. And particularly
with me, a small girl in remote country in South
East Asia –Vietnam, I understand that 18 years
old will bring me a stable occupation in the future
to cover family burden for my parents.
In particular, 18 years old connects closely with
the most stressful and anxious examination the competitive exam to university. Entering a
well-known university in my country will make my
parents be proud of me. Maybe you can consider
it an uninspired dream but it‛s all to me. I love my
parents and I want them to be happy.
Although my native country is a small land that
is located in South East Asia, it‛s the land that
brought me up to grow up. And though it‛s not as
prosperous and civilized as your country, we have
national pride. I want you to understand that I‛m
trying my best to become a helpful person for my
country. 18 years old will help somewhat help me to
do that. However with me, it‛s still a future. Vice
versa, this 15th of April is your 18th birthday. Let‛s
feel according to your style and don‛t misspend
every second.
Pray and you‛ll always be happy.
I will always love you, Emma .
(^o^) Tran Thuy Anh. (^o^)

Hey Emma,
Happy eighteenth birthday! Although I have not
yet turned eighteen I thought I would share with
you what I am looking forward to when I actually
do. I think eighteen it is a great time in your life
to allow change to occur. I know that when you
are a child all you want is for everything to stay
constant in life, and you don‛t take a great interest
in looking to the future. When you get older you will
hopefully start to see all the possibilities available
for you in life. In three years, when I am eighteen,
I will be ﬁnishing up high school, and hopefully be
heading off to Israel for a year. I am an orthodox
Jew, and since grade eight, my parents and I
decided that what was best for me would be to
go to a non-Jewish school. Now although I am still
very much connected to Judaism, it really does
not compare to when you have a steady Jewish
education. Hopefully, this year in Israel will help
me really connect with my religion to a greater
extent and also, to myself. Before going off to do
more school, I think it is a very good idea to just
think, whether it takes a day, a month or a year,
its good to just think about where you are planning
to take your life from this point and further. Being
only ﬁfteen now, this advice may seem well, a little
bit weird, but it‛s the best I‛ve got!
And Emma, you can really do anything with this
year, or any other year in your life. Your fans
will always support you through any decisions you
make.
I really hope eighteen is a good year for you, that
you are successful in everything you do, and that
you take time to think about every action you
make. I have every ounce of conﬁdence that you
will make the right ones.
Good luck in the future,
Margalit

Turning 18
Since the moment I was born and till nowadays,
I remember my mother and father‛s love which
they gave me. This imposing human feeling has
been accompanying me all of my life. It lets all of
us understand why we were born.
When I was 1 year and 2 months, I did my
ﬁrst important step - I learnt to go, although
unconﬁdently, but with an each droplet of parental
care I did better and better.
In the kindergarten I met my ﬁrst love. She was
so beautiful, that all the boys paid their attention
at her, paid her their compliments. Many girls
envied and hated her.
For a long time I was afraid to approach her in
order to express my feelings, and ﬁnally, when I
braced myself, I came to her and told everything
directly. She was ﬂabbergasted and shed tears,
because she loved me too.
With every year I got to know her better and
was delighted with not only her outer beauty,
but also with the inner one. Unfortunately, this
“relationship” didn‛t last long. Her parents decided
to move into other country. When I found out it, I
was really distressed and confused. At that time
she meant the whole world for me. And I didn‛t
want to lose her.
Before her departure, she presented me with a
small blue-coloured stone, where was written her
name - Sophia. When she left, I was despondent.
“Life is so unjust”, I thought at that time…
School years were interesting and cognitive. I got
to know so many things. Be a human being means
always to help the weak people, to protect girls,
to be yourself.
At school I didn‛t meet love. There was only being
in love (and it‛s different things), that being love
was expressed in positive emotions on beauty of
opposite sex. But I did not forget about Sophia. I
wrote her many letters, was pleased that through
all those years she still loved me.
During the several years I didn‛t get any of her
letters. And once I understood that our love had
gone for ever. When I was 14 and studied in the 9th
form, I received her letter. She wrote in it that
she had met another guy, wrote that she regretted
and wanted to ﬁnish our relationship. It was like
a thunderbolt for me. I even wanted to commit
suicide. I could not see any future. But my friends
did not let me do away with myself. I understood
that I wanted to choose an incorrect way, leading

to nowhere, the way that causes problems for all
the people who surround you. There IS a way out
of every difﬁculty. You should just never give up,
always ﬁght. That was the truth I understood.
After that, I let Sophia go, saying: “Our love will
always be a part of my memory. The ﬁrst love, that
is so important for everyone in this world”.
Now I‛m 19. And I‛m searching for A REAL love...
Emma, ﬁll this world only with a positive energy!
Love and be Loved.
Happy 18th birthday, Emma Charlotte Duerre
Watson!
Maste, Ukraine

Hi Emma, wish you a very Happy 18th Birthday!!! Hope
you have lots & lots of fun on the day! Enjoy!!!

I really hope that your life ahead will be as good and even
better as childhood you leave behind now!!!

Priyanka, India

I wish that you celebrate your birthday with all your family
and friends and that you have the BEST time of your life
beacuse you are now an adult and you turn 18 only once
in your life!!!!!!

Hi Emma
I wish you a fantastic 18th birthday! You can be very proud
of yourself ‘cause you’ve reached so much at this age!
Congrats, enjoy every day and that many years may come
;)

BEST WISHES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

xx’ Joyce

happy Birthday to emma Watson. but I am full Deaf.

Joyce, Belgium

Steven, UK

I wish you that all your dreams come true and that you’ll
always ﬁnd true friends. The following is an Italian wish:
Tanti Auguri per il tuo compleanno. Baci, Alessia (I’m 11)

Hey Emma! Happy 18th Birthday..

Alessia, Italy
Hello and many many happy returns of the day may GOD
makes u live for ever and best of luck for ur future. Let me
tell u i m the biggest fan of ur’s.
GOOD BYE AND TAKE CARE
Ummara, Pakistan
Happy Birthday Emma!!! You really are a very good
actress!!! I think that to have 18 years old is fantastic at
ﬁrst but then it’s not very different from other birthdays.
However make a party with your friends it will be funny!!! I
hope you will have a very long career!!! (Sorry if my english
it’s not very good :) ) One day you have to come here in
Italy!!! Hi Emma!!!!!

Martina, Croatia

more power to you!! wish you all the good luck! keep
success... bye bye...muahh
Ella, Philippines
Happy 18th Birthday Emma! How are you looking forward
to leaving your childhood behind and becoming responsible
for yourself? I hope April 15th is your best day yet for you
and don’t forget to get lots of presents and eat cake. May
all your dreams come true girl!
Happy Birthday again!
Michelle, USA
Happy Birthday Emma, the last time we knew you, you
were a child of 12 years old. We respect and love you, and
we wish you the best for the rest of your adulthood life.
Andrew, USA

Antonio, Italy
So, I wish you to continue your career so well as it’s now.
good luck! HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!! We lav ya ;*

Happy 18th Birthday Emma! Its not every day you get to
turn 18, so make it a very happy, and eventful day!
Your Biggest Aussie Fan, Alex!

Mathew, Lithuania

Alex, Australia

Dear Emma,

Hey Emma, I hope u enjoy ur 18th B-dai. Luv u soooooo
much, mwaz xxx

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!! I can´t believe you are already 18!!!
It seems only yesterday you were young little girl with long,
bushy brown hair and beautifull smile!!! But now, you are
all grown up and you became a beautifull young lady!!!

Sirin, UK

Happy 18 Birthday emma=)

Happy birthday Emma !

We all Love you in Norge;)

I wish you the best in everything. You deserve that and
much more.

Nora, Norge
happy birthday emma
i love you very very very much
fe, egypt
I wish you happy life and very big success in next ﬁlms:)
Philip, Poland
happy birthday i hope that what you want come to you
Takis, greece
I wish you all the best and hope you have a wonderful 18th
birthday!

I love you !
Daniel, Chile
Happy 18th! Have a great time with your friends and family
around you.
xxxx
Laura, England
Hi Emma xD
Happy birthday. I just wanna tell you i´m some disepoined.
You never come to Sweden, Gothenburg. It´s so wonderful
here specelly in summer you can go to Liseberg ( a park
full of greit stuff) and in august it´s a party in 5 days the
gothenburg partey.

Love one of your most dedicated fans!

I´m hoping you read this cuz there many girls and boys
who like you.

XXXXX

Have a nice birthday.

Belinda, UK

From your 1 fan ever Sima.
Sima, Sweden

happy birthday emma.may u live long.love u bye.
bismah akmal, pakistan
Hi, Emma!!!!!
Happy Birthday to you!!!!! You is very beautiful and attractive
girl, be always that!!!! I am your’s very big fan!!! ;)

I do have more to say to you, and I i’ll send you some stuff
of how I think my 18th birthday is gonna change my life...
Well here I just wanted to tell you that I hope you have a
funny and a good life and I give you my best wishes in
studies and work =)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA ! :D

Pavel, Russia

Luis, Portugal

Blessed 18th Birthday Emma! I hope that this year, and
future years will be bright for you, and that you will excel in
everything you do (: God bless!

Dear Emma,

Candice, Singapore
happy birthday Emma Watson
Katie, England
have a delicious and yummy birthday emma .have a
wonderful birthday.may you have many many more
love you
mahnoor, pakistan
happy birthday
Muhammet, Turkey

I hope you get a great birthday with lot of fun with your
friends and family. I hope you get what you wished for.
Emma, I wish you the best in the future. Soon it will be my
turn to be 18. I hope you enjoyed your childhood I enjoyed
mine.
Anyway Emma, happy sweet 18.
Trine, Denmark
Hi Emma! Like everyone else, I want to wish you a happy
18th birthday! I hope It’s the best yet!
XOXO
Ashley, America
Emma you are so cool!! I and my friend love you!!!!!!!!!!
Monika, Poland

Kelsey, USA

I hope you getting a great 18th birthday. And wish you
good luck with the futured life, and take care. I love you
very mutch. such a great actress. Love from Kristian in
Norway

omg Emma!!

Kristian, Norway

love,

Wow! you’re turning 18! time does ﬂy, huh?
Stay strong and keep up the awesome work!!
Laiza, california, USA

Hello Emma, I just wanted to wish you a happy 18th
birthday! I hope you have lots of fun now that you are an
ofﬁcial adult. Carry on acting because I think you are great!
lots of love Bethany xxx
Bethany, England

Happy Birthday Emma, I hope you more success and love
in your life.
Mai, Egypt
Emma,
I hope you will be happy and very well It’s till the day you
die
I love you so much (also so so so so much)
You’re my unique ýdol
Gülten, Ýstanbul
If wishes came in rainbow colors... I’d send you the brightest
one say. Hope you have a Birthday that’s as wonderfull as
you are. :-*
Ania, Poland

Dear Emma
HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY!!!! Hope you have sssooo much
fun with your family and friends! I am a huge fan of yours,
I love your movies!! You are sssssssssoooooooooooooo
pretty!!!!!! Here is a picture of me with a sign for you.
Love
Emily, Australia
Emma:
Hi, Emma. I am a guy from China, and I am your fan. I
love your movies and your excellent acting skills, and it
made me write the message to you. I want to say “ Happy
Birthday” to you, and also to me, why, because I was born
in 15th April in 1992, yeah, just two years after you, I was
so lucky, right? And after that day, you will be an adult,
Congratulations!!! Happy Birthday, have a good time!
With pleasure and love
Stewart, China(A beautiful and great Country)

Hi EMMA. I congratulate you with 18 years old, I wish you
be happy and always smile even if you ﬁnd disappointly.
I want say to you that I love you Emma. When I see you
face I understand that you best person whoose I know
in my live. I know you EMMA very good. You kind and
sensible girl. I feel how my live falling, and know when I fall
in bottom I make desperate attempt to ﬁnd you. And if I no
will die in my long travel to you Emma, you can will know
me nearer. I 16 years old and I think you will listen me, If I
ﬁnd you, or you can comunicate with me.
Dima, Belarus
On your special day I wish you:
For the only tears appearing in your eyes
To be crystal tears of joy
So that an ecstatic smile on your face
Would never be covered with gloomy clouds
For rose petals to set out the journey towards your
destiny
And for prosperity, health, joy, and love to be the destination
of all your days.
:-)
Ania, Poland

Happy 18th birthday Emma. Good
Luck on ﬁlming the sixth movie.
I don’t know you in person and I
haven’t seen you in person, but
I have seen you in pictures, and
I think you are very beautiful girl.
You are becoming a wonderful
woman.
Nathalie, California
Hi Emma!!! I deﬁnitly think you’re
a very graet actress!! I love your
work in Harry Potter and Ballet
Shoes!!! I wish you a happy 18th
birthday and good luck for your
future career!!!
PS: Sorry for my english but I’m
French!!
Lidvine, France
Emma, I want to say to you,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY !!! You are so beautiful as much in
your ﬁlms as in reality ! Once again, Joyeux Anniversaire
(In French), and GoodBye !
PS: Sorry for my english ^^ but I train ...
Max, France
have an amazing birthday emma! it seems like just
yesterday you were that cute little girl. so quickly you have
turned into a very beautiful young women, have a lovely
18th!
Emily, England

Hey Emma!
Time ﬂies, it feels like only yesterday that we saw you on
screen in the Philosophers Stone, and to think, that was
about 9 years ago!
So much has happend to you this year, you won best
actress at the ﬁrst NME’s went on Pride of Britain, set up
your ofﬁcial site, were part of the OOTP world release, and
of course Ballet Shoes, which was a huge success! More
recently you have been working on A Levels and passed
your driving test!
Its been a fantastic year for you, and i hope you have a
fantastic 18th birthday!
Thanks for being a great role-model to millions, and i hope
2008 we’ll be your best year of your life yet!

happy birthday emma i love you

Xxxxxxxxxxxxx

jerem, france

Emma, Great Britain

I wish you a really nice birthday with your family and friends
and have lot of fun.

Happy 18th Birthday!

Much love,
alexander, germany
Hi Emma ! Un joyeux anniversaire de la part d’une française
^^ Pleins de jolis cadeaux et beaucoup d’amour autour de
toi ! Gros Bisous et Bon Anniversaire ! Happy 18 !!

Hope you have a great day and many to come!
Good luck with the rest of your life and career, you deserve
the best with all the work you’ve put in. Congrats on all
your achievements and hope this year is ﬁlled with many
more!
-xMicha, England, Bexhill

Alice, France
Hi Emma ! Happy 18 !! a Beuatiful Birthday to you, with
presents and love ! Have a great day and a great year !
Happy Birthday !
Alice, France

Hi Emma,Happy 18th Birthday!!! It’s so strange to be
saying that, it only seems a little while ago that we were
all wishing you a happy 12th birthday! You’re such an
inspiration to all of us, it’s great to see someone my own
age so successful, and I hope you have a fantastic time
with whatever you decide to do!xxx
Rachel, Wales

Leticia, Brazil

Hello Emma!!!!!!!
Happy birthday!!!!!!! That God helps you and your
family!!!!!!!
Beautiful SbjS!!!!!!!
=D
Diego(D.S.F.), Brazil
Happy 18th Birthday Emma! Hope That You Will Have A
Great Birthday And Loads Of Fun! Have a big chocolate
cake, just for you on your special day!!

All my best wishes to the best and most talented and
friendly actress in the whole world! i hope you have a nice
and sweet birthday ;)
Patricia, Spain
Time ﬂies when having fun!
Have an amazing 18th birthday!
Just remember to keep yourself grounded for all of your
amazing fans.
HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY!
Taylor, Canada

Happy Birthday!!
Love From

Hey Emma

April x (A Loyal Fan!)

Happy 18th birthday you rock as hermione granger have a
lovely birthday and good luck with everything in the future
xxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
April, UK

Emma Jayne, England

Dear, Emma!
You have everything that want person
for success. I wish you have a lovely and kind husband.
Please, keep yourself and be happy!

To the best looking girl in the world.Happy birthday, have
a great time.
christopher, england

I wish you a wonderful birthday, and only the best for you!
Do keep it up! Love

Congratulations Emma! You gonna be 18 years old! I hope
your birthday gonna be very, very good! You are the worlds
best actresses, and it vold be very nice to meet you and
get your autograph! And “Harry Potter” is the worlds best
ﬁlm!! Lot of love!/Joseﬁn from Sweden

Tamy :)

Joseﬁn, Sweden

Alina, Russia

Tamy, Switzerland
Best wishes for your 18 birthday!!!
EMMA! HAPPIEST BDAY!..I LOVE U.!

Petra, Croatia

Rosa Maria, Dominican Republic
Hello Emma .. this is me, karim from iraq .. i love you
so much and happy birthday, i will make a party in your
birthday .. best wishes to you. your biggest fan in IRAQ ..
Bye ..

Now you are leaving the children-age, I hope you get
everything you want. But I hope you never be like the other
famuos actriss because we like you just the way you are.
Love from Pia 13 in sweden.
Pia, Sweden

Karim, Iraq
Hi Emma! :)
Wow, Emma! Ur 18 now! I hope you, your family and your
mates have a fab time celebrating your coming of age.
Just don’t get drunk!
Love Hannah xox
Hannah, England

Well, I just want to wish you a happy birthday. OMG, I
can’t believe that you are 18 now! 0.0 I remember when
I saw you in the ﬁrst Harry Potter movie . You’re one of
my favourite artist; you’re really talented, you’re a great
person (I saw you in the LA Premiere) and I really wish you
all the best...you deserved it.
Best wishes...Bianca from México :)

I will just make it very simple and wish you happy birthday
Emma.
Anton, Sweden
HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY EMMA I can’t believe that your
turning 18 I still remember when the second movie came
out I hope being 18 is the coolest I still have a bit of time
before I turn 18 and your so lucky getting to kiss rupert in
the seventh one I can’t believe I’m saying something to
you -emily
emily, canada
Hello, Emma. Whoa! I cannot believe how beautiful
and stunning you look. Your style and everything is just
amazingly wonderful. I just want to wish you a great happy
18th birthday. Hope you have a lot of fun and do fun stuff
too. (Sounds cheesy I know) anyway I hope that you
eat a lot of cake and drink drinks and get some fantastic
presents! Have a fantasticly wonderful birthday and happy
18th!
Hope to see you in Canada soon.
Have a spectacular birthday!
xxxxx
Vicky, Canada

Bianca, México
hello! emma hope you have an awesome 18th birthday
experience!!!!.and hope you have a blast with your friends,
and family on your birthday.
jasmine, california
Hi!
Time is ﬂying sooo quickly! I can’t believe we are already
18! Yes, because so am I...and it’s fantastic because it’s
like we’ve been growing up together! I’ve always followed
you because I think you’re such a brilliant person.. So, for
this birthday I wish you all the best, hoping you’ll keep on
being always yourself, just as you did when you were 12!
:0) ..Happy Birthday!
love
Silvia ;o]
Silvia, Italy

Ivan, UK

Dear Emma,

Happy anniversary Emma

Happy Birthday!

nick, france

I hope you have a great birthday because you deserve it!
You are lovely..you deserve all the best!
Ana Luiza, Brazil
hi happy birthday hows it going. are you going to be in a
another movie. I LOVE YOU
nathan, canada
Hi emma, happy birthday and i wish you all what you want
=D have a nice day and GIRLS JUST WANNA HAVE
FUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
bye your big fan
Sabina, Germany

Emma,
omg, you’re already turning 18! Just can’t believe how the
time ﬂies...
Seems like yesterday the Harry Potter movies were only
starting, and so were you beginning your career and fame.
And through this time my love and adoration for you only
became bigger.
I hope your dreams can come true, your career as an
actress get better and better. I wish the best things in your
life, hapiness, love, etc.
Hope you have the best birthday ever!
Congratulations, and my best wishes!
Ana Carolina, from Brazil.

Hey, Emma, Happy 18th birthday.

(Ah, hope you know that we, brazilian fans, love you sooo
much, and want you here someday!) xxx <3

Abby, USA

Ana Carolina, Brazil

Happy 18th Birthday, Emma! I hope your big day turns out
to be one of the best days of your life, you deserve it. Time
has ﬂown by, hasn’t it? My 18th is in a little over a month
after yours, it feels like these 18 years have just sped by
so fast. Be happy and healthy! Best of luck with whatever
you do in your life, you’re an amazing actress and one of
my idols! Much love, Kristin from the US.

Dear Ms. Watson,

Kristin, United States

Seeing as i turn 18 almost exactly one month before you
do, I have no wise words of wisdom, or scholarly advice as
to how you should engage and embrace this new chapter
of your life. So I write simply to wish you a Happy Birthday,
and the best of luck in whatever you choose to do in
life, whatever it is, do because you love it not because
everyone expects you to.
Sincerely,

Wish you always be so beautiful and nice person! Give to
people your charming smile and make people happy with
your beautiful eyes. Remember what nowhere and never
in the world not been so coolest and professional actress
such you. Maybe it’s not quite true, but it’s will be true if
you will want! Anyway, I love you and wish you a lot of
good things which you can want.
Ivan, Russia
Happy Happy Birthday Emma!!!
Congrats on reaching 18 and achieving soo much along
the way! (That probably sounds a bit corny but seriously,
most people don’t achieve half of what you have in a
lifetime!) You’re truly inspirational!
Anyway hope you have an awesome birthday and enjoy
every second of it!! (Maybe next birthday you can enjoy
it in Australia lol!) Best wishes and may the year (or age)
bring many great things!
Love
Lisa, Australia

Wesley, Georgia, USA
Happy Birthday! I hope you have a wonder day and
transition to adult.
April, United States
Dear Emma, I cant really get it how guickly time runs...
Seems only yesterday that a 9-year old blonde girl came
in our lives in the role of Hermione Granger and changed
them completely!!!! And I really can believe the spectacular
woman you are turning to!!!! Well, I want to wish you
HAPPY BIRTHDAY AND HOPE ALL YOUR DREAMS
COME TRUE!!!!!!! Everyhing you love, everything you lure
for, everything you wish to have to be yours as sooner as
possible!!!! Be healthy, shine and beautiful as your are and
hope succed in your life....
From the bottom of my heart,
wishes, Neli
Neli, Greece

Hey Emma..
Happy 18th Birthday!
Today you take ﬂight, to leave childhood behind. But may
the memories last forever. I’m sure you’ll continue to be
respected and an inspiration to girls like me.
God bless!
xx Olivia, New Zealand
“what though radiance which was once so bright be now
forever taken from my sight, though nothing can bring back
the hour of splendor in the grass, of glory in the ﬂower; we
will grieve not, rather ﬁnd stregth in what remains behind.”
-”Splendor in the Grass”, William Wordsworth
chelsea, United States
HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA!
It’s amazing how many years have passed since I ﬁrst saw
you in theaters and I thought “She’s so cool and amazing!”
Hey now, 7-8 years later, I still think that.
I hope all your wishes come true and that you have the
most fantastic 18th birthday ever! ‘Cause you deserve it.
:)xo
-Jacqueline
Jacqueline, United States

Hello Emma! I only want to wish you a very happy birthday,
maybe you can be nervious or something like that because
this is a new experience for you, but don’t worry, you’ll see
that this new era is going to be great. Happy birthday.
Nidia, mexico city
Hey!
I’m really don’t know what to say to you cuz the words that
i have in my heart to you none can describe it, but i will say
these sweet words and i hope that you will like it.
“Thinking of you with love on your birthday and wishing you
everything that brings you happiness today and always”
“Happy Birthday my dearest and sweetest, not a day goes
by when I do not think of you and how empty my life would
be if you were not here”.
I hope that you like my words and these words are
especially written for you Emma Watson,
Happy Birthday Emma,
love you,
Haitham, Egypt
Happy 18th Emma! I hope you have a good one!
Sarah, United States

Dinorah, Mexico

Happy 18th Birthday Emma.
I am a huge fan and love all your work.
Congratulations
Love Caragh xx
Caragh, Australia
Happy B’day Emma! That’s now! You’re an adult!! Enjoy it
you are my idol forever I love you! Sorry for my english Im
a french canadian!
Jade, Canada
Greetings from Florida.
Hi Emma! :D Wow, 18 already huh? Its crazy how the
years just seem to ﬂy by. I can’t believe it myself and i
didn’t believe it either when everyone told me that time
ﬂies by quickly. I turn 18 this year too. On july 7th. I’m kind
of scared lol. I hope you have an awesome BIRTHDAY!
Take care.
Yailyn, United States

Happy birthday Emma! It’s amazing how quickly time
passes, things are changing sooo fast! Well here’s wishing
a wonderful 18th, congratulations on all the movies you
have completed, your success in school, and how many
people you inﬂuence everyday..and may many more
come. Luv ya girl! <3
Keana, United States
emma, i wish u 18th happy birthday n i wish U will be
successful girl, hv enjoyed in ur life and make ur own ﬁlm
one day maybe....
i always love ur character and support ur career as
actress!!!
I LOVE U,EMMA!!!!!!!!!!!!!

That’s really cool, Em! I’m just going to say Happy Birthday
to you.
K.C., USA
Hi Emma, I`m a fan. And I want to say happy 18th
birthday!
Noelle, south carolina

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO U.....
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO U....
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO EMMA....
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO U!!!!!
ezzaty, malaysia

You rock Emma, and I sure hope your birthday is rockin
!!!!!!!!!!!!
Claire, USA
Emma i want that you have an excelet birthday, that you
be with the persons that you love, and i want that you live
with us alot of year, because believe me alot of people
love you like me enjoy and take care please.
Kevin, Durango Mexico
Happy birthday Emma!! I hope you have an incredible 18th
birthday and enjoy being an adult! Keep being the sweet
girl that you are! We love you for it!
Happy Birthday,
Ceci, USA
Emma!! 18!! hehe i’m turning 18 in a week so i’m pretty
excited bout that, i’m sure you are too :) Best wishes, have
a gr8 18th xxx
Hugs
Mariam, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
hi, Emma! Wishing u a lovely and memorable 18th b’day
ﬁlled with lots of fun! As a long time fan, I’d like to say
what a milestone this is for me too, to wish you Happy
18th B’day. It seemed only so recently that we saw the 1st
movie/Sorceror’s Stone where you made your 1st movie
premiere. Since then, it’s always great being a fan of you
and I hope you will continue to support your fans and keep
in touch with us always.
I have admired all your work since HP including Ballet
Shoes. I think it’s marvellous how you can juggle your
private and public life too! please continue to be a role
model for us. We would love to see you in any project once
you have completed HP series.mayebe you may consider
doin a HP tv series?grin*. I’m glad you consider going to
university. There’s a great need nowadays for girls to have
beauty and brains too. I would like to tell you, Emma, that
we fans will always support you as long as the decision is
entirely yours! Wishing you many happy returns on your
big 18th b’day and pls don’t shock us! Good Luck in your
future undertakings. Lots of Love.
Jean, Singapore
Hey Emma,
HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY!
I hope you have a great birthday and enjoy turning 18!
Your an awesome actress and you were awesome in
Ballet Shoes, just like all the Harry Potters. Cant wait till
the 6th one =]
Have a great 18th and party hard. :)
Love
Natalie., Australia.

HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY EMMA!!! I wish you luck for your
future acting!! I can’t believe you’re turning 18...it seems
only yesterday I saw u in CoS! U r 3 years older than me...
I’m your brother’s age! :) I have been your fan since the
ﬁrst HP ﬁlm!! Ur great Emma!! I wish I could have met u
for once but I live in the other side of the world, Australia.
None of the HP premieres were in Australia...I’m crossing
my ﬁngers and hoping the HBP would be!!
I wish you a very happy birthday and luck in your future
acting and studies.
From ur number 1 fan, Sarah. :D
Sarah, Living in Australia but originally from Iraq.
hi emma i just wanted to wish you the most spectacular
and magical birthday. you really deserve everything in this
world. so have fun and throw a party you will never forget.
happy birthday love from Matt.
matt, australia
Birthday is a time to think of all the love we’ve given and
recieved, to think of all the joys we’ve called our own
So girl have a wonderful day ....
And enjoy it........
Take care and may god bless you!
Deminthara, Srilanaka
Hey Emma!
I CAN’T BELIEVE THAT YOUR GOING TO BE...OK
ARE...18!!! YOUR SOO OLD!!! Next year I think we might
have to send you a cane.You are a very talented young
women. You’re pretty and inspiring! You’re modest and yet
you’re conﬁdent.You are defﬁnatly my role model. I’m so
excited to see the rest of the Harry Potter movies that are
going to come out! And I hope that you do other projects
(which does include singing)! In the mean time I hope you
enjoy your birthday and I hope many more will come!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAR EMMA!!!!!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!!!!!
......iiiiinnnnnnn four part harmony and sung by my choir. :
D
-many wishes
anna
anna, u. s. a.
i wish u a very...... happy birthday emma.i hope u will enjoy
ur 18th birthday with daniel radcliffe.
i am a big fan of ur and dan.
shivan, India

My only birthday wish Miss Emma
is that you have a birthday every
year. So many teens never see
their twenties. If you live each
day to see your next birthday, will
be a day well spent. Take care of
youself and your relations, and I
will see you in November and then
in June.
Ken, California, USA
Dear Emma
Happy 18th Birthday!
Best wishes for the day, Hope all
your wishes come true.
Have a wonderful day and once
again Happy Birthday
From Vinita
Vinita, Australia
happy birthday to you Emma. May
all your wishes come true. Take
care (: Have a sweet 18th <3
Jesmine, Malaysia

Ally

Hey Emma!
Emma!!!! Happy Birthday!!! It’s fantastic, I remember
perfectly when I saw you for the ﬁrst time, you were
a girl, very pretty, your bushy hair and your pretty face
were standing out. You were 10 years old when you made
yourself famous. The fans we could see your growth
across the movies. Being a girl now are a woman. That
surprise was to meet in the event Chanel, very beautiful
and with Kate Moss. You’re now a very famous actress
and an icon of the fashion. To your now 18 years, you take
an enviable career. A lot of congratulations Emma Watson.
Best Wishes
Lerie, Mexico
wow te felicito por tu compleaños ya eres una adulta y soy
tu fan numero 1

I hope you have a wonderful birthday, that is spent with
family and friends. Enjoy it all you can. :D
Natasha, Toronto, Canada
emma,
happy bday. you are such a great example to all kids out
in the world. your seen so down to earth. thank you!! have
a great birthday!!
xxxxx
lauren
lauren, US

emma Watson Ownz

hey emma!!!!!!!!!

P.S: Translate spanish-english

happy b’day!!!!!! hope you are doing well....wow...time ﬂies
pretty fast...ur 18 now!!! cool...i like u veryyyyyy much and
hope to see u some day.be good.....and stay the way u r
always... love u....

i dont speak english i sucks :D
Mario, Mexico, Aguascalientes
I love you so much and i wish you happy birthday.
Sabine, USA

happy b’day once again...gosh u must be getting tones of
b’day bumps..lol
byeeee, luv u
sabika, qatar

Well 18 years old!
That really is a great achievement :). I can’t wait for mine,
and I’m sure that you are equally excited!
Being the organized person that you are, I’m sure that you
have great event planned. Whatever you are doing, just
have the best time you can. Let your hair down, and have
a blast!
And after all the guests have left, think about what an
exciting time this is. I know that your life is pretty amazing
as it is, but after your 18th, the world is truely your oyster!
:)
You could continue your studies at university, and mingle
with some amazing people. Or move out, and live truly
independently. Exciting eh?
So, I would just like to wish you the best birthday ever. I
know it will be more special than all the others rolled in
together. Enjoy the day itself, and go out and enjoy the
many days that are to follow.

hello emmaaaaaaaaaaa.. i really like u, ur a source of
inspiration for me.. really, i really like u..ur just superb.. i
really want u to visit my country,bt i kno u wont..:( but i
ok..u pictures r very cute.. i use 2 search ur pics on net n
have a quite gud collection.. God Bless You..have a nice
birthday.. HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY,..!!!!
fatima, pakistan
heeeey, Emma !! I wish you Happy Birthday !!!
It is really amazing that there is a way to wish you happy
Bday !!!:P Congratulations on the awards!! And good luck
at the nominations !!!:D
Bye Bye !!!! ;)
Georgia, Greece

Happy 18th, Love

HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA!!! Wishing you all the best in
your acting career and life. Hope to see you more in the
future movies! all the best from one of your biggest fans!!

Gus, UK

thivya, singapore

Widukind

I wish you a very happy birthday with your family and
friends. I hope you will get nice presents.I love you
sooooooooo much.

I wish you a wonderful and joyful Birthday Emma. I hope
all your wishes will be full ﬁlled and you will have a grade
and successful long life.

Yours Alexander

With kind regards,

Alexander, Germany

Widukind, Germany

Happy Birthday Emma!
It Has Been Nine Years Since Your Big
Debute In Harry Potter And A Long Road
You Have Taken To Get Where You Are
Today. You Have Achieved So Much; Loving
Fans, New Friends, The Chance To Explore
Different Cities And Developing Into The
Warm, Talented Person That You Are Today.
You Have No Idea How Many Kids Look
Up To You, And For Most Of Them You Are
The Reason They Have Such A Passion For
The Harry Potter Series, And There Parents
Even Admire You As well As You Finally Got
Their Kids To Read Something Other Than
Comics!
And I Just Want To Say Thank-You For Giving
Me Someone To Admire And Respect And
All In All Look Up To As A Great Role Model.
Thank-You Emma For Being You!
Have A Wonderfull 18th Birthday Emma You
Deserve It..
Dont Have Too Much Fun Tho!!
A Devoted Fan
Sarah
xxxxxxxx<3
Sarah, Ireland
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU you are a very
good person, you’re beautiful, simple and i
love that !! good luck for your life, ﬁlms and
other !!big kiss
irène, france

Hello Emma .
How are you? HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY! May this
day be the best of other birthdays because you
are now 18! Best of luck for Harry Potter and Half
Blood prince and other projects. May this year bring
you lots of love and success. Sleep Tight and Take
Care of yourself.. Stay in touch with your friends and
family. Bye . Adios .God Bless You
P.S. I am Mariam from Lahore,Pakistan. I am 15
years old .. By the way i love ur sense of fashion
especially your choice of clothes from Chanel. Loved
your Black Jacket! and about your actin : its keep on
getting better and better !
Mariam, Pakistan

hey i think that you are so pretty and i love your movies,
i hear that you are turning 18, happy birthday. i hope that
you are able to escape from the star world to enjoy your
birthday. best wishes. josh
Joshua, United states
happy birthday emma watson !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! best wishes
your fan manolis!!!
manolis, greece
Have a very nice 18th birthday i hope you will have fun
your family and friends. Happy Birthday Emma!!
kimberley, malta
Wow, i have so much to say your amazing you keep
amazing everyone each year anyways your a great
inpiration to all girls so keep it up
much love
ghada, tripoli
Happy birthday!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I love you Emma!!!!!!!!!!
laetitia, France
Hi, Emma I know your birthday is coming up and I just
want to wish you a Happy Birthday...;~)
Karen, United States
I wish you a happy Birthday and Success year
mohammed, syria

Emma I wish you “happy birthday” I hope you will have
everything you want for your 18 years!
wishes
mélanie, france
Well, Emma, have a love of this anniversary, but since I
can not command a large HAPPY ANNIVERSARY to you.
I hope that going forward his life is as good (or better) than
it has been since you were born. When it is 18 years is very
important you have responsibility and self-control, you will
learn to live alone and with their own legs, will learn that
we must have the courage to be happy, and that we need
to be afraid sometimes, who never felt fear in life?
I do not know anything about you, nor hear you, or perhaps
mislead me on some things, but still want to be happy, and
always make what is right and what is best for you and all
around you.
If cares, and I must also say that you have fans million in
Brazil who love you too.
I hope you are well, a strong embrace, e. ..
“HAPPY BRITHDAY”
Jéssica 29/10/93, Brazil
happy birthday emma.
jinzhong, singapore
I very bad speak english. Sory. My name is Ramil. I love
you Emma.
Ramil, Russia
happy birthday emma hope you have a nice one your fan
selin xxxx
selin duzen, london

happy birthday emma...yo are mitic!!!
anna, italy

Hey Emma!

Turning 18 is a huge thing! I wish you the best of luck for
the rest of your life.

Happy 18th birthday! It’s amazing to see you grow from an
11 year old to an 18 year old in the spotlight. I am so proud
of the Harry Potter movies, and Ballet Shoes, and I am so
excited to see what you will do in the future. You are an
amazing actress and person.

Your #1 Fan,

I am such a big fan!

Beci, United States

P.S. I hope you like the project that emmawatson.net is
giving you!

Dear Emma,

Hey Emma,
I’m your biggest fan and i can’t say how many pictures i
have of you on my computer. A very happy birthday to you
because not only your dream came true but mine came
true seeing you as an 18 year old.
Ankita, India

Siena, U.S.A.
Happy Birthday Emma!!!!!
Have a great day!!!!!
Molly, Oregon

Hey, Emma I wish you a very happy birthday this year.
Hope you enjoy this year on ﬁnally turning eighteen. Keep
up the great work.
Your number one fan in canada,
Christina, canada
Happy Birthday! Wow, your life has been amazing, and
you still stay true to yourself! Thats what i love about you!
Have an awesome birthday!
sierra, united states
Hey Emma, I wish you would have a lovely and nice birthday
which brings ahead even the best for you, because you
truly deserve it, and you must know that I’m completely
behind you, supporting you whatever decisions you make,
I’ll always be with you. HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA.
Mohammed, Egypt
Happy Birthday Emma! Wow, i can’t believe it, eighteen
years old! You’re the reason i wanted to act, and i just want
to wish you a happy birthday, and hope that it’s the best!

Hello Emma,
I really hope you have a great 18th birthday! I can’t believe
how the days went by so fast! You’re an awesome lovely
young lady and you always be. I hope you will have all the
best throughout all the days of your life. I cannot wait to
see you in more ﬁlms!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!
Angelica, Canada
Happy birthday Emma. Have a great 18th. enjoy every
minute of it
xxxxxx
nabila, england
Emma, HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY.
wow, time really does go by fast. Haha. I cannot wait for
the last two movies. Your amazing. I hope all your wishes
come true.
much love,
Emily, USA

Love, Vicky x
Vicky, England

HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA
Abdul, India

Hey Emma,
I hope you are ﬁne. I am a french girl. I have the same
age that you but I am older than of 6 days. So I wish you a
good birthday, joy in your love, study, career, life... You are
a very good actress. Congratulation for you career..
Bye. Laurine...
Laurine, France
HEY EMMA!!!! happy birthday! iloOveeeeyouusomucH* i
wntto wish you the best! and make all you dreams :) omG
18years old...its an important date your life continue and
the life door will open ..its time to live the life and do the
best take desition alone..and have an independent life
welcome! and i love u so much i hope you enojoy you
party and your life so..byebye teamoO emma!
atte: DINORAH
your fan#1 of MEXICO
alot of kisses and hugs for u and a big birthday kiss!!!!!!!!
Dinorah, mexico
Happy 18th Birthday Emma!!!!! I love you and the harry
potter movies. You are so great in them. I hope you have a
great birthday and get everything that you wish for!!
Kelly, America

A Well Today Lived Makes Every Yesterday A Dream Of
Happiness And Every Tomorrow A Vision Of Hope. You
Deserve A Lifetime Of Beautiful Mornings. Emma Happy
Birthday... You Are The Best..I Love You...Many Kisses
And Hugs From Colombia...
Feliz Cumpleaños...Y Que Todos Tus Sueños Se Hagan
Realidad...Con Mucho Amor Desde Colombia...
Daniela, Colombia
You’re so sweet and beautiful.Don’t forget everyone loves
you so much :) Hope, you’ll be very happy in your life.
I can’t ﬁnd another something to describe how Turkish
teenagers loved you.
Always be happy, honey :) Happy Birthday!!
elvan, Turkey
Emma Oi!
I am the Aline, a big fan their living in Brazil and has a huge
Affection by you, by the actress and the person you are.
Believing or not, know that you are an example of person
to me. But I am here to wish you a very happy birthday
and that all your dreams be held that year and the next we
still will!
Emma I love you! A big kiss!
Aline, Brazil

Hi Em, I`d just like to tell you that I LOVE YOU and “HAPPY
BIRTHDAY” to you!!!
Best wishes, your best fan, Vroni
Vroni, Germany
HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA!!!!! You are so awesome! lol ur
birthday is my half birthday!!! i hope all your wishes come
true! i hope that i can meet you some day!
Kara, United States
Hi Emma, may you have a great 18th birthday and have
a long and healthy life. I hope you succeed in all your
dreams, goals and endeavours.
Annabel, Australia
I wish 12 months without illness,
53 weeks all good,
365 days of happiness,
8760 hours of success,
525600 minutes of love and
31536000 seconds of the pleasant moments
erik, Russia

Happy birthday to you, Emma! It’s so unreal that you have
been 18 years old! The ﬁrst time I saw you was in the ﬁrst
Harry Potter-movie and at that time you was just a little
girl! And now you have grown up to a beautiful woman! I
wish you all the the best in the world, Emma. I really hope
that I will see you in many movies in the future - you are
very talented! Lots of love from Ragnhild!
Ragnhild, Norway
Happy birthday! I think you are a great actrees and you
must go on this career that you began some years ago!!!!!
Happy 18, people love you!!!
Jose, Argentina
hi Emma,
how are you? i hope you’re well...i’ve been 18 the last
dicember, so i’m just a bit older than you... In Uk like in
Italy and in the most european countries the 18 years old
is an age so special, because you become adult.. it’s a big
responsability... anyway i’m writting this message to wish
you the happiest birthday!!!! sorry for my very bad English
kisses
Andreas 89, Italy

Woow I just can´t belive it, Emma!! You are turning 18,
becoming an adult after all - no longer being that little girl
we all remember sooo well... I am so happy and proud
about you, watching you grow up and doing so well! I
wish you all the best, hope you are still happy and doing
whatever you love and enjoy. Keep up the great work!!
Happy 18th!!!!! :-*
Martina, Czech Republic
Everyone of you ah wish you luck.
I want to do it differently.
You always dream to see you sing.
Emma I just want to think about that.
The text must be short but there is much that you want to
say.
I am going now if you wish him the best in the world.
Emma you are bigger than life.
listen stan
anita, mexico, tabasco
Woo-hoo! 18! Congratulations Emma! It’s such a big day
so spend it how YOU want to. Just make sure that you
surround yourself with good company

May the years continue to be good to you.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Emma!!
Hope this day is as special as you are!
It’s always a treat to wish Happy Birthday to someone so
sweet.
Shami, Pakistan
Dear Emma,
Best wishes on your 18* bday.Can you read the messages
I sent You? You are my favorite actress.
with love from
Genevieve, USA
Hi Emma! I hope you have a magical 18th! Everyone says
I look like you, and we share many likes and dislikes. I just
wish that I can meet you some day, but for now this will
have to do. We both share the same birth year, but not the
same month. You are a really great actress. I admire you
so much. I love to act and dance. All the Premieres you go
to seem like their alot of fun. I hope you have fun ﬁlming
HP6! Enjoy you’re Birthday!
Love,
Lynn, USA

Siobhan, United States
Happy Birthday Emma!You rock!
Emma,

Anissa, U.S.A

Eres una excelente actriz y persona...
Admiro tu forma de ser y el como haz podido seguir
estudiendo y ﬁlmar peliculas.
Me encanto tu participacion en ballet shoes,me alegro que
estes participando en casos distintas al mundo de Harry.
Tienes un futuro enorme como actriz estoy segura que en
todos tus futuros proyectos te ira muy bien tanto tu vida
personal y laboral.
Te deseo un muy feliz cumpleaños en compañia de todos
los que te quieren aunque faltemos tus fans

Dear Emma,
I hope you have a special 18th birthday and it’s one to
remember. May all your wishes come true, and may you
be successful in everything you do.
Isabella, Australia
Happy 18 birthday emma :)
Jason, Canada

ivonne fregoso torres, mexico
Dear Emma, I sincerely hope you have a wonderful birthday,
as turning 18 is a very special moment in everyone’s life.
Great things have come to you, and will continue to do so.
I am sure that you will do great things with your life, as you
have already done so with the Harry Potter movie series,
which I love watching. Once again, I am wishing you a
very happy birthday and best of luck in University and all
of your future endeavours!
Yours Truly,
John, Canada

hello ems i think your days are going good or very good.
your birthday is coming so happy birthday to you. I hope
you enjoy your life with your smily face inshallah. I have to
add somthing for you:
And remembering all
those happy
times we enjoyed
together
Take my hand
take my whole life too
for i can not help
falling in love with you
Ahmed, islamabad

WOW!!!! Emma 18, its such a suprise,you grew up so fast,
its like just yesterday you were ﬁlming the ﬁrst harry potter
ﬁlm. have a wonderful birthday and hope you get lots of
presents HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Your 18th birthday is here and it must be crazy thinking
you’re not the only one anticipating this day. You’re a great
role model because of what you do and who you are. I
hope your birthday goes beyond your wildest dreams

from a huge fan

Love from Norway :D

xx

Nila, Norway

shannon, ireland
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Emma !!!
you are amazing!
reena, usa
Happy Birthday Emma.You are turning 18 and it is a great
feeling.Wish you a very happy Birthday.
Faraz, Bangladesh
I think that 18 years are a very important stage of your
life. You have to go on with your smile. And I want to tell
you: HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!!! I wish you much happiness,
love and joy. I hope that you understand. A big kiss. Your
Elena. :)
Elena, Sardegna
Emma I’m so glad you’ll turn 18 this year! Happy Birthday!!!
I hope you’re going to win more and more awards, I hope
you will delight us your new ﬁlm roles, you’re so great, I
suppoert you!!
Happy Birthday one more time!

Best wishes from me to you! I hope you’ve got a funny, big
and priveacy celebration! Many luck for your future and
please visit one time Germany! I hope your well, enjoy
your great live, don’t listen to the people who are jealous
about the stuff. You are the best and intellingent actress of
the world!!! xxx have FUN your Fan katti =)
Lets ROCK!!!^^
Katrin, Germany
Dear Emma,
I would like to wish you an awesome 18th birthday, among
your family and friends, with cake, presents and a lot of
fun!
Much much love,
Sterre (15), The Netherlands
Hi, emma. happy birthday. I wish I could be as beautiful as
you I love pretty much everything about you
Deniz, Turkey

Asia, Poland
Hello Emma Charlotte Duerre Watson.
hi emma, happy birthday! i bet your looking forward to
turning 18! i hope you have a great day! from jade xx
jade, england
HAPPY 18th Birthday EMMA! I’m only like 5 months older
than you, but it’s all good! Hope to see ya soon!
xoxo
Lisa, USA
Happy Birthday Emma
I’m already 18, but not as happy as I thought.
Anyway
The Best Wishes for you, happy birthday Dear.
yours
Otis Syu, Taiwan
happy 18th birthday
andrea, united statesHi Emma!

I am Masood from Pakistan. I wanna say you that accept
a bundle of greetings from all of Pakistani’s for your
birthday.
From your [little] fan Masood.........
When you walk away
i count the steps that you take
do you see how much i need you right now
when you are gone’
pieces of my heart are missing you
when you are gone’
the face i came to know is missing too.
Muhammad Masood, Pakistan
Happy Happy Birthday Emma!!! It’s so great to be 18!!!:D
Enjoy it!
Lots of love!!!
Tündi, Hungary
Its really wonderful to see my favorite star turning eighteen,
i wish i was too. Happy birthday Em, We are always with
you. Blow your candles with a smile.
Shaha, Maldives

Happy Birthday, Herzlichen glückwunsch, Joyeux
anniversaire
to your eighteenth birthday. I wish you a lot
succeed
Luca, France
I wish you a wonderful birthday and a year that’s
you’re brightest by far, with blue skies above and
things that you love and laughter wherever you
are!
Happy Birthday!!! :D
Simona, Slovakia

Happy, happy birthday Emma! May your birthday be the
best you will ever experience, have loads of fun and enjoy
every single second of it! You have accomplished so
much already, and I know and I believe from the bottom
of my heart that you will accomplish so much more. You
work so hard, and you do you work wonderfully! You are
a wonderful actress and a beautiful person. Spend your
18th birthday with style, grace and have fun! You deserve
it! Happy, happy birthday!
Loads of love from Joanna, a true Emma fan :) Keep up
the good work!
Joanna, Norway

Happy Birthday! 18! Do you know how much you
have accomplished at just 18? You should be
given an award just for giving away your childhood
so you could be the amazing Hermione Granger
(Weasley) for us! I guess giving away isn’t the
proper way of saying it, but we all know your life has
not been typical. Although that’s the amazing part!
You have not had a typical teenage life and you
are still down to earth and haven’t gotten into any
trouble. Sure, some trouble, but your a teenager
like many of us and that’s what we do best :D. You
are a role model to thoasands of people across the
world and you are one of if not the best role model
anyone could have. Keep doing what your doing,
pursue acting because it is truly where you belong
and love life (because we all know you have a
really good one :P)
Emma you are truly a remarkable person and I hope your
birthday is amazing!
Caitlyn, Canada
Hello Emma,
Happy 18th Birthday! Enjoy your special day because it
will only come once! Take care and God bless :)
Ps. Enjoy driving, it’s fun!
Yours,
Micca, USA

Birthday comes once a year and it is very special. It is
one special day which is celebrated in honour of someone
really special. Count your life by smiles, not tears. Count
your age by friends, not years.

Hello Emma Watson:

Erik, India

I hope you woo the ﬁlm passes on your birthday. The age
of majority in mexico was 18. Not as all. Emma eh hear
a couple of songs written about you. On your life. I think
we look great and you should listen. Emma would like to
think in leading a singing career. So please think of is my
biggest dream.

emma happy birthday!

One of your biggest fans ..... You written many letters and
never the answer. That evil. I will be here no matter when
waking up to this down.

I wish the best for you. be happy, that is the important

Why you are bigger than life.

nahir, argentina

stacy, mexico

Hope this day is as special as you are.
May the years continue to be good to you. Happy
Birthday!

happy birthday
andy hüttenmoser, schweiz
Hi Emma...
Happy Birthday honey
and I hope a nice birthday for you....
my love...
Reem, Sultanet of oman
Hi Emma wow i can’t think that your almost 18 thats cool.
I Am Glad for your going to be 18 well here’s some thing I
Hope you like
Happy happy 18.th birthday to you. Hope you have a great
day. I will send you a b-day card. I love you very much and
I want you to know that I am your biggest fan and that you
are my hero and that I
respect you in every way hope HBP is going ok and I cant
what to see it.
Happy B-day love Jessica
Jessica, ALASKA
Emma, you rock this world! i wish you the best birthday
yet!!
Peace!
Hope, united States Of America

hi emma it so cool that you are alomst 18.i hope you have
a wonderfull day happy birth day emma!!!!!!!!!!
kelly, alaska
emma!! happy birthday~~~~i’ll always love you~~
barbara, china
Happy Birthday Emma! Thank you for being such a great
actress and a role model. I feel like your an older sister to
me, someone I can look up to and be proud of, for who
you are. I hope someday I will get to meet you in person
instead of looking at a tv screen. I wish you the best of luck
for your feature career.
Happy 18th Birthday!!
Luv
Talyia, United States Iowa
i just let you know have a cool birthday bash also dont eat
to much cake happy 18th
rick, portland oregon
I hope you have a wonderful birthday. And one you will
never forget. I also hope that all of your wishes come
true.
Catherine, U.S.A
HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY EMMA!!! I would just like to say
I am a HUGE fan of yours. I think you are gorgeous and

very talented. I cannot wait to see your in the next Harry
Potter ﬁlm, HBP. I would have to say this is the one I have
been waiting for since reading it. I read on your website
that you learnt how to SCUBA in Mauritius (which is where
I am from) and I was just curious, where in Mauritius did
you stay (city?, resort?) maybe you could post that answer
on your website.. once again HAPPY BIRTHDAY, I wish
you all the happiness in the world

Happy Birthday Emma! Just remember that joy is not in
things; it is in us.

your loving fan,

I hope you have the best birthday and more to come!

Nasreen, Canada

xoxo

P.S. plz come to Toronto, Canada one day!

Isa, Philippines

Hi Emma!!!

Dear Emma,

hope u hav a really happy and wonderful birthday!!!

HAPPY BRITHDAY. All Croatia love you. You are my idol.
When you will come in Croatia? We have a beutifel sea. In
Croatia in summer is beatifel. We all wate for you.

lots of lov and wishes from jayasree:)
HOPE MY BIRTHDAY WISHES FROM INDIA REACH
ULOL:)
Jayasree, India

Eve, Lithuania
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
omg! I am so excited for you, you are already 18.

Matija, Croatia
Congratulate =) i will give my Love for you =)

Happy Birthday!!!! I hope and wish your birthday is full
of love and that you spend it with those who love you.
And I really hope that you’ll have tons of work so we can
continue enjoying your talent.
Gloria, Spain
Emma, I wish you a magical 18th birthday. May it be full
of love, peace and happiness. I hope that your future is as
beautiful as you.

Alexey, Russia
Dear Emma,
Congratulations with your 18th birthday! I’m very happy
for you. I’m from Holland. I’m nearly the only fan of you in
the class. But that doesn’t mean that I’m the only one in
Holland. I really like it if you come a time to Holland and I
think I’m not the only one.
I wish you a very nice birthday!
Lots of love,

Ginevra, Australia

Naomi, The Netherlands

Luca, Italy

Our birthdays are feathers in the broad wing of time. It is that
special day in life which brings happiness and prosperity
along with it. I hope that all your birthdays become a
memorable one and you get whatever you want.
Happy Birthday!
Sawan, India
Hello Emma! You have been such an inspiration to me to
follow my dreams! You have shown the world that dreams
can come true. I know that it was a hard decision for you
to choose to continue to make the ﬁlms instead of going off
to college, but you will have your chance. I want to thank
you for continuing your role. It just would have been to
difﬁcult to see someone else playing YOUR role. You have
worked so hard over the years and I cannot thank you
enough for inspiring me and playing this amazing role. You
are an intelligent, beautiful, and talented young woman. I
love you! I wish you luck in all that you do! Thank you for
everything and Happy Birthday!
Cassandra, United States
Cool Emma!
I hope you enjoy your big party with your family and friends.
I’m 17 right now and I just wanted to tell you that you are a
great actress and you deserve the best.
BEST WISHES
Arthur
Arthur, Spain
Hello Emma Watson, I am a loyal fan of yours, I remain
your carrer since appeared in the ﬁrst ﬁlm “Harry pottery
and stone ﬁlisofal” since that day and been your fans and
tmbn Rupert Grint and Daniel radcliffe. In this message,
and I love you deciar happiness in the day of your birthday,
pasalo nicely with your family, friends and your fans that
we also feel happy you meet another year. Ok that this
very well, that dream for any day you can ﬁnd out.
Kisses and hugs.
bye, bye
Roberto, Chile
Dear Emma, I guess I wanted to say Happy Birthday
because I think that you’re a great actor. You probably
hear that a lot and maybe it doesn’t feel so very special
anymore, but I would be happy for a long time if anyone
told me a compliment like that (please don’t look at me as
a no- conﬁdence super nerd, cause I’m not (I don’t have
anything against nerds but anyway)). So I just want to
remind you to be happy while it lasts, cause before this, I
was very popular at my school (yeah whatever you might
think, but just listen) but then I made a small wrong step
and everything fell apart (literally, not technically). It was
one day here in Sweden when I couldn’t (sorry for my
informal use of language which my teacher always tells
me that I do) stand the teasing of other girls and boys. I

decided to stop “them” (the “popular if you know what i
mean “ like my friends and I call them) from saying mean
things and I managed but since that day, everything has
turned upside down (well not really, I still have friends). I’m
still the best at tennis and in school, but it’s just annoying
when people start speaking behind your back just because
you defended someone who is thought of as not equally
worth. I guess I don’t really care but I can’t understand
how celebrities (or how you spell it) can stand it. I wanted
to encourage you to do you’re thing and I’ll do mine. I keep
standing up for the people who can’t defend themself
(now I’m starting to sound like a boring “everyones happy”
teacher) and the reason that I have the power is when I
think of you and how you remain so happy all the time. It
would be fun if you could visit Gävle in Sweden sometime
(but I guess that it’s not really possible since it’s such a
small city) but anyways, if you EVER come here, you
could ask for a Frida and I’ll know that it is me that you
mean. I could show you around in my city if you would like
to (even though it wouldn’t take such a long time) but the
local people usually know the place better than the nonlocal people (which is quite obvious).
We could go to my summerhouse and you could share my
room if you want to (but maybe you’re body guards, which
I have heard celebrities have, might have to sleep on the
ﬂoor or in a tent outside where owls practice ﬂying and
sometimes they crash into your tent which is really scary).
We could go ﬁshing and water- skiing if you would like to,
or we could go pick berries in the forest, I would gladly
invite you. Maybe it sounds like I’ve planned everthing, but
I haven’t (or maybe I have, I don’t know). I think that you
would enjoy the fresh air which you only can experience
in forests (swedish forests). My dreams are probably
impossible to fulﬁll, but I mean, why not dream ?
HAVE A WONDERFUL BIRTHDAY EMMA ! (and don’t
ever forget my invitation).
Love
Frida, Sweden
Hi Emma, Have a great birthday! Have a great time!
From you NO 1 fan - Nicole
Nicole, England
Happy Birthday!!
Ilona, Nederland
Hi Emma. Just wanted to wish you happy birthday :) Hope
you get a great year, and I can’t wait for the next movie.
Also, you are a really great actress.
Soﬁe, Denmark
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! I love you so much! Your such a
great actress! Your really pretty! Please come visit Toronto
sometime!! Keep up the great work! Your my favourite
actress! Your amazing!! Have a great Birthday!!
Alexa, Canada

HAPPY 18 EMMAAAA!
oh my goodness. i can’t believe that you’re turning 18! i
remember being 8 when the ﬁrst Harry Potter movie came
out and me idolizing you and your character. i went on
emma-watson.net regularly because you became one of
my favorite actresses ever! :D
you’ve grown into such a pretty and mature role model. i
hope you keep going with acting because i’ll be supporting
all your future endeavors no matter whaaat. :] i wouldn’t
know anything about being 18 [i’m only 14], but i hope it
you get everything you wish for and more! and i hope this
message puts a smile on your faceee.
HAPPY BIRFFFDAAAY!

Hey Emma! You are my biggest Idol!!! You are a very sweet
girl and I wish you all the best on your 18th Birthday!
You ROCK Emma!!
Christine, Canada
I love you. I wish I were Rupert Grint because he gets to
kiss you. Anyway, HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
With Love, Jeremiah Age 11
Jeremiah, America

love, vanessa.

Happy Birthday Emma I wish you a wonderful 18 birthday.
Someday I wish I could meet you

ps. i envy your british accent. its so cool. hahahaa.

Patrick, USA

Vanessa, United States

Aleksi, Finland
Emma,
You are such a great role model and I love watching
someone older than me grow. I realize that there is no
reason to be afraid of life! May all your wishes come true!
Rachel, United states

Hi Emma Watson. I’m Kwan I’m female from Thailand. I
really like all about you! and I’m not good in english anyway
I would lik to tell to that you’re so smart liveliness cute
beautiful and everthing is good by the way. I hope you’ll be
happy all the year I love you very muh! nice to meet you! I
hope to see your next project, please!
Adullaya, Thailand

Happy 18th Emma! You are a great actress and keep up
the good work!
One of your biggest fans,
Roxanne, America

Happy Birthday emma i think your brilliant
BILLY, England

hello emma!!!!!!!!!
I just want to say you ...
!!!!!happy birthday!!!!!
Roberto Carlos, mexico monterrey
Hi Emma, have a fantastic eighteenth birthday. Hope you
get everything you want.
Enjoy yourself,
Have Fun
xxx Elizabeth, United Kingdom

Well i am only 13 but i feel older, i mean the things about
turning older is that you get a job, and speaking from
emma’s view she already has one, the best bit about
turning 18 is that you get to do what you wish but emma’s
acting career will take her a long way
Happy 18th Emma And Luck to the future
Laura, Dodworth, Barnsley, South Yorkshire England
Emma I congratulate you happy birthday! I wish your of
good luck and sincere love! Arrive to us to St.-Petersburg
Stanislav, Russia

May GOD bless u even more and most importantly...

every time i write something 4 u i feel soo happy and right
now I am so pleased to say happy 18th birthday em i know
that u donot know me but i can just say that although we
come from totally different places still we can have so much
in common which is amazing my mother is also a lawyer,
I am a top class student, i went to paris three times and i
love it, one of my fav colours is pink, my fav actor is johny
depp and I am of course a great fan of harrypotter. Since
i knew harry potter my birthday presents always have
something to do with it. i donot know what are ur planes
when u get 18, but i wish it will all come true. for me my
birthday wish is to study medicine to become a doctor and
help lots of people. so, its good to grow up but its better to
know what are ur ambitions and how ta achieve it

!!!HAPPY B’DAY!!!

mahy, egypt,cairo

From the bottom of my heart, I wish you’re always happy
and have the brightest future. And on your 18th birthday,
there will be a special thing waiting you.
Always love you, Emma.
Hoang Ha, Vietnam
hey emma... so weird seeing u turning 18!!! Now u hv turned
into a VERY VERY beautiful yet level headed young lady
at the same time...ready to take on the next challenges
that life gives u with grace, dignity and authority.

HV A BLAST!!!
Pratik, Incredible India

Emma, I wishes you a beautifuls birthday wishes for yours
18 years.(ARE SO MANY!!) Enjoy you, really. However,
can I tell who you are fantastic and incredible? I’m your
great fan because you are the best actress in all the world,
really.
So I hope you hear from you soon.
Kisses....
Rossy(xxxxxx)
Rossy, Italy
Emma I wish you happy birthday and lots of presents
best wishes
Martha, Austria
Your more than a great fan, wishes you the best 18 years
for your next birthday.WoW! What you going to do in this
special day for your life?
You’re the best best best actress in all the world, really!!
I Hope you hear from you soon
KissesXXXXX Rossy
EMMA 4EVER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!
Rossy.94, Italy
Hi happy birthday to your 18 years...More love, luck, health
and more really friends. You warn against strokes, that is
cure long time, you love peaple, what it is worthwhile.
You get with of all, what you want in life. And you live so,
however you won´t repent. Everething best to your 18TH
Birthday wish Marketa from czech republice
PS:srry I little speak english
MCR-market, Czech Republice

Hello Emma,
Today it will be the most beautiful day, for an lovely
beautiful 18 year girl. I wish you all the way from Holland
an happy birthday with many gifts an cake. Have a lot of
fun with your family and friends. Also congratulations with
you driving licence. And maybe you will drive in the futher
in Holland:) Who knows?
Greats, From an fan from Holland
Maurice
Maurice, Holland
HAPPY BIRTHDAY §-EMMA-§ !!
I love your acting so much and I hope you never give it up!
You are the best! Hope you have a bash at you birthday! I
hate it when people pretend to be you when they are not
because you are great in many ways! I wish I was like you
but not exactly like you because I’m a different person! I
know I would never get a chance to meet you but I love
reading and writing so I hope to write to you again!
Love,
Jennifer, Sweden
Emma, I congratulate you with you Birthday! 18 years it
is a big date, I wish you everything that you want to have
in this live, more best friends and health (I think it is the
most important thing in everybody`s life). Maybe I have
some mistakes, sorry for them, english is not my native
language. I wish that my message would be delivered to
you!
Sabina, Azerbaijan
hi emma, I hope you have a brilliant birthday - I’m sure you
will, its your 18th after all! I would love to be able to meet
you, do you come up north very often? Its really frustrating
to see you on the

Happy Birthday Emma. I look forward to seeing you in the
upcoming Potter movies and anything else you do in the
future.

tv but not to be able to meet you! Maybe when you turn 18
my luck changes! And I’m sure loads of boys like myself
are feeling exactly the same. But I hope you have a great
day and another great year ahead x x x

Carl, United States

Liam, England

Hello Emma !

Happy Birthday Emma!

I would like to wish you a very very good birthday, and I
hope you’ll have lots of presents, you really deserve it.

I’m John from South Korea. actually I go to school in
America. Being 18 also means being adult! that’s sort of
excitng, isn’t that? you will miss your juvenile memories. i
hope you keep and spend rest of your lovely memories with
your friends. Again, i really celebrate your 18th birthday. I
wanna see you on screen!

Best wishes,
Arnaud, who think enormously about you.
Arnaud, France
Congrats on making it this far, Kiddo. Good luck entering
the wonderful world (or not really) of adulthood! We’re all
rooting for you.
Nate, US

Happy Birthday
and have a wonderful birthday!
Lovely
John, Korea, South

Hey Emma!
Happy 18th Birthday!
I hope you have many more birthdays to
come and may God shower you with tons of
blessings!!
Good Luck with your future projects...
and always live to the fullest!=)
HAPPY BIRTDHAY!
Danica, Philippines
Happy Birthday! I’m crazy about Harry Potter,
and I like you! Happy everyday!!
Shirley, China
First of all a very happy birthday to you angel.
Let this year bring you a hunk of happiness.
Don’t ever worry about sorrows and problems
as I will myself beg to Almighty to steer all your
throtle towards me and give my all happiness
and fortune to you.
At last but not the least congratulations to you.
Let each dawn bring you oppportunities and
each dusk bring you peace.
Herchelle, India
Happi B-day Emma
Marie, Ireland

Magdalena, Austria

Happy birthday
Muhammet Erel, Turkey
Happy Birthday Emma. You will live for a thousand years.
If somebody ask me for two wishes. I will straight away
answer that my ﬁrst wish is that i want to visit london and
second that i really really really want to meet to most
beautiful girl of the world. That is Emma Watson. You must
be decleared as the face of England.
Neil, India
Hey Emma,
I Really hope u have the best 18th birthday,
Hope u get HEAPS of presents!
Lots of birthday wishes!!
Luv Emily, Australia
Best wishes to my fav. actress & the most beatiful of all
current Diva’s.
Tim, U.S.A.

Have a fantastic birthday i think u are so gorgeous love u
lots xxxxx
Stephen, Takeley
Happy 18th Birthday!! Make a wish & blow out ur
candles!!
Brittany, USA
Happy Birthday Emma! How fast time ﬂies! I loved you
ever since you started Harry Potters. Have a happy 18th,
and keep your hard work on.
P.S. You are a brilliant role model and you have a good
fashion sense
Tanya, England
Hi Emma! I just want to say you are my favorite actress of
all time! And I hope that your birthday is amazing just like
you! Happy 18th, hope its magical :D
Erica, Canada

Hi Emma,

best wishes hope you have a lovly 18 birthday

Happy 18th Birthday to you!!! Hope all your dreams and
wishes come true!!!

annabel, england

Nicole, California
Happy b/day for april 15. Hope everything goes well. Have
a great day and just enjoy yourself. X
Jamie, England
hi Emma, a very happy birthday and i really really love
you.

Have a happy Birthday
Morgan, America
hey, emma!! have a really happy birthday and enjoy this
very spoecial day...you really deserve it!!! i’m sure you’ll
make this year unforgettable, but however i just can’i avoid
myself to say this: CARPE DIEM!!
love

Rahim, Dubai

sabrina, morocco

Happy 18th Birthday. Hope its a good one.

Happy 18Th Birthday Emma

from ur no .1 fan,

I Hope You Have A Great Day And May All Your Wish
Come True And This Your Special Day Of Your

Nicole, England
Hey Emma, I’m a big fan of you happy birthday and i hope
you become as sucessful actress as you are now and in
the future!
Rachael, Belfast, Ireland
Dear Emma!
So, you’re getting 18 now already? :D HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
I wish you all the best and great success in your acting
career!
Keep it up, you’re awesome ♥ ♥

Take Care
xxoxox
ps I Can’t Wait To See You In The Last Two Harry Movies
scott, Austraila
ﬁrst happy birthday emma ý hope you read this message ý
have written you a letter last year too ý love you very much
and ý hope you will live better than ever
burcak katircioglu, turkey

~Your fan,

I turned 18 a year ago, and it was great! I hope you enjoy
you 18th birthday, too!

Jule, USA

Britt, US

Happy Birthday Emma have a great day!

Congratulations with your 18th anniversary. I hope that
you get a ﬁne day.

karen, USA
Dear Emma,
You’re already so grown up, but it is still an important point
in your life to turn 18! I wish you every success, and hope
that you stay the lovely and grounded young lady I have
grown to admire so much these last several years!
Love,
Your friend in Arcadia, CA, USA
Chuck, USA
Hey Emma! I hope you have a fabulous birthday! I love
your acting and hope I can meet you someday! Love
Ashley
Ashley, United States

Greetings, Good luck and a kiss,
Robert!
Robert, The Netherlands
Dear Emma,
Happy birthday!!!
I was also born in this day. :) Only one year later, so I have
to wait one more year, to become 18. :(
Did you know, that DaVinci was also born in this day?
Happy 18th birthday again, best wishes for your future,
and bee who you are!
Your biggest fan:
Vera, Hungary

Hi Emma!!! well ummmm...I want to start saying this:....
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CUTIE!!!
I’m really happy for you!! :) WOW you’re not a kid anymore!
I’ve been watching you growing-up and I need to tell you:
I’m a BIG fan of yours, I love you so much, I admire you
in everyway, you’re so charming, so cutie, so beautiful,
you are the most precious princess on earth, I’m in love
with you Emma for who you are, You’re a great person,
PLEASE NEVER CHANGE, I wish you all the succes in
this life, I wish God Blees your life, your ways, your jobs,
your projects, your family, your friends, your health, enjoy
your life everyday, enjoy it! because is a gift from God! :)
I hope that these words have made you smile a little, you
know that I love your smile? You don’t know how I would
like to be able to meet you and be your friend.
So I can only pray for you, I ask God to take care of you
and I know that you have your feet ﬁrmly placed on earth,
you’re a smart girl, i know it.
Kisses and hugs for you Emma. :)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!! :)
Omar, México

Happy 18th Birthday Emma!@@
I have seen every HP movie and ur my fave character.
I can’t wait to see Half-Blood Prince. I hope Hermione
punches Lavender in the face. JK
Happy Birthday Emma!! PEACE! <33
Katie, USA
Happy Birthday Emma!
I wish you all the best. Hope you’ll be a great actress!
cathlin, indonesia
PS: Hope you can visit Indonesia!
hey Emma^^
Happy 18th birthday!!!!!!! I hope you celebrate it with your
friends, get some presents^^ and have a good time!!!
*sing* HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO YOU HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAR EMMA HAPPY
BIRTHDAY TO YOU ♥♥♥
Love,

Hello Emma Watson!!
Happy Birthday! I hope you have a wonderful year, and I
give you my best wishes to you.
I’m still your biggest fan!!
Linda, Canada
Happy 18th Birthday Emma,
Best of luck to ya, stay out of trouble ;)
Gordon, Canada
Happy 18th Birth Day to you Emma... wish you all the best.
love you.. Muah!! ^_^
Ryan, Philippines
Hello Emma.
Today you turn 18, and become an adult. I remember the
days when you were the little girl who played Hermione
Granger. You were ﬁrst cast as Hermione at age nine, and
it is now nine years later, and your fanbase is bigger than
ever, and your popularity has grown. You have also become
a gorgeous young woman. No matter what age, I hope you
always remain the same smart, beautiful, intelligent, and
kind person that you have been over the past few years. I
also hope you get everything you want on your birthday as
well. You are the greatest girl, no, woman in the world.
Happy 18th Birthday Emma Watson
Love,
XOXO
Kevin, USA

Leonie, Germany
hai,
i am amulya. i like u .u r very beautiful.
amulya, india
Emma, happy birthday!
Turning to 18 hope you will have a very wonderful life!=]
I have been supporting you since the release of Harry
Potter3.
I will support you forever!!
Lilian~*, Hong Kong
I just want to say Happy Birthday and have a great day!
You must have had a great time as a child so lets just hope
that as an adult, it’s just as good! Happy 18th!
Helena, France
We from Sweden wish you a HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY!!!!
Greetings from Louise and Sweden!
Louise, Sweden
hey emma!! Happy birthday. you are ﬁnslly 18 years old,
so you are an adult now. well just wanted to wish you a
very happy birthday have lots of fun and just know that
you have fans who r adore you but not in a crazy obsessed
way. lol. bye emma happy birthday:-)
daniela, U.S.A

HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA
YOUR ONE IN A MILLION
AND I MEAN IT
never change!
amazing.

you

are

from Dan the one with the
black envelopes xxxxx
Dan, UK

Happy Birthday Princess
Anshul, India
Happy Birthday Emma!!!
Your huge fans from Greece.
xxx
Sophie, Greece
Happy 18th Birthday Emma! I can’t believe it’s been 7
years since I ﬁrst saw you on screen in Harry Potter and
the Sorcerer’s Stone! I hope you have a great birthday and
that you receive everything you’ve wished for! Enjoy your
special day!
Louisa, U.S.A.
Happy birthday, I hope that you have a great life in the
future, I really don’t know if you will read this so... Just
enjoy your birthday ok? Happyness!
Mariana, Brazil
happy birthday emma hope you have a good one! and
keep up the awesome job!!
Sherry, Canada
Hello Emma.
Happy Birthday to you. Be happy!
Donata, Lithuania

Hey Emma, Wish you a Happy Happy Birthday!! More
power to ur career, health, and love life..lol..
my dream is to meet you... OMG..take care always..
muah..
love yaahh..
Ella, Philippines
Happy 18th birthday Emma! i can’t believe your 18 wow
lol have a great day. wishing you a billant bday from your
biggest fan
p.s your the best actress in the world xx
Megan, England
Hello Emma, I just wanted to say you have inspired me
so much. I myself was a Harry Potter fan for a long time.
I remember reading the books when I was like what 6 or
7 or 8? Well anyways, I can’t tell you how much I ﬁnd you
amazing. I hope to meet you one day.
Much love,
AND HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Eighteen?! Woo! That’s big!
Tori, United States
Emma, best greetings to you from little country - Lithuania.
I hope you enjoy your birthday a lot!
Love you,
Aiste, Lithuania
hi emma watson

Happy Birthday to you, Emma

fatih happy happy birthday 18old emma watson. happy
wish are u dream future good harry potter

Kanitta, Thailand

Fatih german, australia

Hello Emma

Hello Emma !

I wish you one very and enormous merry birthday for your
18 years!

Happy birthday. It’s really big to be 18 in Sweden.

You are fantastic in your Hermione’s role, and do not doubt
your skills!! You are magniﬁcent!!!!
I hope that you will cross a pleasant day surrounded with
all your family and with your friends for your day which is
special!

Aand i wanna to ask you 1 question. Why do you never
come to Gothenburg in Sweden ? Kaite Leung and Matthew
Lewishas come to Gothenburg? It’s really beauthiful here.
We have Liseberg the biggest park in holl Sweden, Norway
and Danmark. Please come to Sweden for any premier.
I`m a BIIIIIIGG fan of yours.

I like you enormely !

Bye and Happy Birthday :)

Kisses Cecile

Youre biggest fan Erica.

Cecile, France

Erica, Sweden

Hi Emma,

emma ~~~i’ll always love you!!

Happy Birthday!

shaw, shanghai china

Denise, Germany
Happy 18th Birthday, Em! I wish for
you everything good in this World, a
succes career in the future too and a
good life.I love you so much, you’re
so talented and beautiful and a really
good person. Have a great birthday
party, I wish for you the Best!!! Kisses,
from your big fan: Anita;)
Anita, Romania
Best wishes for your 18’th Birthday
from Croatia!
Petra and Matea, Croatia
Dear Emma,
I like you and youre acting work very
much. Youre my idol. You were great
in Harry Potter 5. I want to thank you
for that.
Lots of love,
Maxime Kuper
Maxime, The Netherlands
Dear Emma. When I looked in past
I saw you. Smille yaung girl. All the
time you grows up. Now you have
eightteen. You’re adult. It’s hurt to
belive that. U were soo small when
I ﬁrst saw you. Time pass quickly.
Now U’re so beautifull. U like a shine.
I wishes U happy live that live how
you have to the end. U make your
dreams. And You’ll always smille like
now! Happy birthday!
Vicky, Poland

Happy Birthday! and adult at last, lucky you! I’m 15 can’t
wait to be independent. I have loved Harry Potter since
the first film and it inspired me to read the books and have
been a fan ever since. You have inspired many people to
love acting which is amazing. I love acting, singing and
dancing and been doing them from the age of four. I loved
you in Ballet shoes in December, I have loved the book
from a early age and drama was beautiful and elegantly
wonderful. I hope you have a really good birthday as you
deserve it and I hope to see you in other films and Harry
Potter. happy birthday! Jemima xxx
Jemima, United Kingdom
Hello Emma,
I’m a huge fan of yours from Italy, I’m 14 and I’m very
glad to have your same name, of course! I guess you can’t
wait to celebrate your 18th birthday ( the most important
one) with your whole family and all your friends and I just
wanted to join them wishing you a very happy birthday and
a lot of happiness.
You have been amazing playing Hermione all these years
and I’m impressed from your performance in Ballet Shoes,
(It wasn’t on tv on Christmas but I downloaded it) and all
I can say is “WELL DONE!”. I hope you will continue your
acting carreer because I would like to see what else you
can play apart Hermione and Pauline.
You’re my favourite teen-actress and you’ll always be
because when you act you become whoever you’re
playing.
I believe you’ll win lots more prizes because you really
deserve them.
Wishing to be like you someday, HAPPY BIRTHDAY
AGAIN!
Emma, Italy
Hey Emma!
Happy 18th Birthday. I am a huge fan with my own site
dedicated to you and I have to say that I love what you
do. You are such a role-model to me and an inspiration. I
hope you have a good birthday and I hope you enjoy the
rest of the year.
Taylor J, Canada
Hi Emma!
You rock don’t ever change.
Nick J, Canada
Happy 18th Birthday Emma! I’ve been a fan since the first
movie had come out all those years ago. Keep up the
amazing work.
Fallon, United States

WOW...i don’t have words...well i wish you A VERY
SPECIAL HAPPY BIRTHDAY WHIT YOUR FRIENDS
AND FAMILY CLOSE TO YOU and i hope u will make us
your fans and family very proud of you ... and i must tell
you u are so great and look fantastic every year !!!! SO
HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA AND GOOD LUCK IN ALL OF
YOUR LIFE!!!! PS: Maybe some day u will visit Romania
and i hope u will do so!!!

hi emma watson
happy birthday to you happy birthday to you
may you live long
zain, pakistan

Till they’re ﬂying off the chart!

emma i really dont know that if u ever read my mail & if u
r reading it than i cant believe u r. i was a self injured girl
i never watch movie it wasnt consider a good thing in my
family (we r stricly muslim & are forbidden to watch these
things) the ﬁrst ever movie that i watch was hp & sorceres
stone with my school friends. after that i watch & read ur
interviews along with daniel & rupert. ur sense of humor
and laughing gave me hope now i m a normal person. i
cant give you anything in return but i can atleast thank you
by wishing you a VERY VERY HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY
& many many happy returns of the day i wish you live long
& a happy life & may ur every wish come true in ur life.
sorry for making mail too long but i cant thank u enough
for what u people had done for me.VERY VERY HAPPY
BIRTHDAY.

Sasha, Ukraine

sabira, pakistan

Happy Birthday to your eigteenth Birthday. Stay as you are
so we love you.

Happy Birthday girl!!! I don’t know anything special to say..
I just wish loads of love because that’s the thing we are
going to lack of in the next years i’m afraid..You really
deserve it for making our lifes more worthy! You are special
and a fan can always understand who is unique and true!
So happy 18th birthday!

Cezar Alin, Romania(Alba Iulia)
Once a year I get the chance
To wish you birthday cheer.
It pleases me no end to say,
I wish you another great year.
So happy birthday to you Emma,
From the bottom of my heart.
And may your good times multiply,

Steve, Germany
Hey Emma!
I hope you have an amazing birthday, it’s deﬁnitely a big
one! I know whatever you do with the rest of your life will
turn out great. I wish you the best of luck in everything you
decide to do. Congrats on making it this far and for doing
such an incredible job! HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
Love,
Alex, United States of America

P.s Stay who u are. They can’t hurt u!!! Kisses Dina!
Konstantina( Dina), Greece
May you ﬁnd your birthday especially warm and bright, a
day just ﬁlled with happiness & light. May you enjoy each
moment and then, the whole year through. May every day,
in every way, be just wonderful for you.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!

Dear Emma,
I hope you have a wonderful 18th birthday! And a brilliant
year of being 18. Good luck with everything you decide to
do and keep on being such a great role model for me and
many others!
Lots of Love
Christie, England
18 at last! Best wishes for your ﬁrst day as an adult - make
the most of it. You’ve had an exceptional childhood and if
you carry on the same, you’ll have quite a few wonderful
years ahead of you! All the best, Matthew x
Matthew, England

Vidhyadhari, Kenya
Hi Em! I wanna wish you a very very very Happy B-day
because I know this is a really important day for you..the
day you turn 18! Long ago, when I saw you in the ﬁrst HP
movie I thought: Oh my gosh, what a big hair! :P But now
I look at you ( at your pics :P ) and I’m like : Oh my gosh,
she looks great, she really turned into a woman! Instead of
the big brown hair it’s a soft golden one..What can I say..
I am really surprised of what you are now and how you’ve
growed up “under our eyes” :). You are totally beautiful,
talented and I hope you’ll stay like this forever. I really
hope for all you’re wishes to come true. Take care and
don’t stop what you’re doing because you’re doing it good
:) Luv ya and Happy B-day again! Cheers!XOXO
Diana, Romania

Happy happy happy happy 18th birthday Emma! I hope
you have a GREAT time! ;)
Laura, Sweden

Wishing you a very Happy Birthday Emma. Hope you
are having a great time with your family and friends. My
regards to all. Enjoy :D
Marwan, Doha-Qatar
Hi emma!
Hope u have an fantastic 18th. I hope u have a great time
with your friends and family. I hope u get presents and
have a great party.
Stephanie, United States

Hey Emma, I will be 18 two weeks after you, and I’m really
looking forward to it! On the day (30th April) our local
theatre is doing a production of “The Importance of Being
Earnest” in the evening so I will be going out to dinner
with my family and then going on to see that. I don’t really
like alcohol so I won’t be celebrating with booze though,
Coca-Cola and chocolate will do me! The following month,
I’ll be going with my family to spend a night in a hotel in
Liverpool, we will be shopping and hopefully going on the
ferry and round the Walker Gallery, and there’s talk of
going to a Girls Aloud concert too which should be good!
I don’t really think my life will be much different as an 18
year old, it’ll just mean that exams are looming! I hope you
have a great 18th too!xxx
Rachel, Wales

Emma,
I can’t think of anything to say except the classic HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!!!!!!!!
It seemes strange to think that in the ﬁrst harry potter
movie you were only 10!
Hope you have an amazing day and a lode of fun!
xoxo
Kate, Ireland

HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA!
I hope your year has been great and full of new adventures
I’m cheering you on during the ﬁlming of Harry Potter and
the Half Blood Prince. I have always dreamed of meeting
you since your my role model and hopefully you have the
best 18th birthday in the world.
Kellie, United States

Emmy wooo

Dear Emma ... too formal, ja ja.

Happy 18.

Not, seriously, I wish from the bottom of my heart that
this, your birthday number 18 is the most brilliant of you
life, that you go it on to side of your family, friends and
other dear beings!! But never lose the essence of what
you are, , because it is what turns you amazing. A lot of
congratulations from Mexico!

Emmy you think is the best actress. Emmy is really
sincere.
Emmy every step I make in my life is to get to you.
I am not obsecionada, just something inside me and tells
me tell you this, you can follow his career. Nothing is
impossible. Right?
Emmy My greatest dream is to be devoted to music.
I think this is really what I want with all the soul.
Emmy piensalo. You are brilliant, just try. Just think how
good it would be.
I hope it will not remain in a obcion or a hobbie.
Emmy I love you more than ever.
I am increasingly convinced that the best thing that can
happen to be your fan.
Emmy that are larger than life.
The triumph is always with you.
Emmy think she should devote fully to the music.

Feliz Cumpleanos!
Happy Birthday!
L’Anniversaire heureux!
Alles Gute zum Geburtstag!
Carolina, Mexico
Hi Emma,
lots of love to your 18th birthday! i know, my english isn’t
very well, but I’m in hope you can understand me!
lots of love
Esther, Germany

But I know you more than we can imagine.

Happy Birthday dearest Emma! I’m not going to smother
you with the usual fan “I wish I could meet you..” thoughts.
I just want to say how much I can’t wait to see what is
awaiting for you in years to come for you. Lift a prayer and
realize how many people YOU have affected. You are no
mistake and I am so thankful that someone like you can be
a role-model for those who want to be like the celebrities
that just drink and look at the mirror every second of the
day. Don’t ever underestimate how many you have and
still can inﬂuence. Keep running the race Emma, and
happy birthday.

I am someone who saw across their actions.

Rachel, USA

In the songs, there are songs that speak between each
row.
Emmy I like to write in my spare time, and write a couple
of songs for you.
I hope that someday listening.
But we have different languages. It would be very difﬁcult.
You know what is funny, you do not know that I exist.

Someone in search of the books Harry P.
Someone who hopes that his interviews.

soy mexicana

From morning till night
May your birthday be bright
And nicer than ever before……
And as years come and go
May your happiness grow
And your dreams be fulﬁlled
Even more

me llamo ana victoria.

Happy Birthday!

anitha, mexico city villahermosa

Sabina, Finland

Hi Emma,

Happy Birthday Emma! I hope you have a great one. You
deserve it.

Someone waiting to meet you.
I am someone Emmy.
te amo emmy hahaha

I want to wish you a very happy birthday and hope that you
enjoy being 18. I think you are so beautiful and hope that
you keep acting. I have enjoyed watching you and love to
see how you have changed over the years, from a very
young girl, to a beautiful woman. I hope your birthday is
very exciting and special. have a wonderful 18th birthday.

Christine, United States of America
I think I may have already sent this wish, but for your 18
Birthday, I wish you have a 19 Birthday.

Love,

Take care,

Chelsea, USA

Ken, USA

Happy 18th Birthday, Emma! I absolutely love you and your
work. You are truly an amazing person! You inspire me to
do well in school and become a better person because
you are my hero and idol. I watch the Harry Potter movies
so much because you are in them and I would love to be
just like you someday. I have also seen Ballet Shoes, and
think you did a spectacular job with that. I have already
put in my vote for you for Best TV Actress for the Glamour
Awards twice. You were the perfect Pauline! And although I
do happen to check EWO often, and I am a member of the
Emma Watson Forums on EW.net, I just want you to know
that I do respect your privacy. Anyway, keep up the great
work. I look forward to seeing you in many more movies
to come and watching you grow up to be a successful and
accomplished actress. Have an amazing birthday! :)

Hi!!!

Love, Kristina

SASHA, MEXICO

well, i only hope, really!!! that you have a fantastic birthday!!
:D because you are a beautiful person and every aspect!!!
see you on the screen it is like!! wooow!!! also Dan!!! the
two are fabuolos!!! ok!!! back to you bday!!! for real!!! a
really wish you are happy and you found everything you
want and love!! and God bless you, you and your family!!!
you know you have the support of you family and friends
but remember u have also the support of all your fans!!!
oks!!! take care!!!
bye bye!!
ciao
xo xo

Kristina, United States
Hello
Emma happy birthday and thus enjoy much your 18
because there is no other in life and have fun together with
your loved ones you are an intelligent person and brilliant

Happy Birthday Emma!! Enjoy your birthday and being
18. Embrace all experiences and opportunities and have
fun!!!
Amanda, United States

Happy birthday - feliz cumpleas emma

I hope everything turns out great.

camilo, mexico

Happy Birthday Emma!
Amity, United States

hi emma, how are you?, happy birthday!, you are my
favourite actress and you really deserve the best. Keep
acting because you are increible and you have a great
talent. My most wish is meet you, but it’s really difﬁcult
because england is very expensive, but i hope know you
some day, that will make me really happy, well i have to go,
my best wishes for you and enjoy your 18 years, sorry for
my english, kisses.
rocio, argentina
G’day Emma!
Wishing you a fantastic 18th and I know you will get a
million messages like this but from all of us down under,
we hope its a memorable day, and year. After all you only
turn 18 once!
Keep up all the fastastic hard work.
With Love, Ellyse and Family! xxx
Ellyse, Australia
I hope you have a fabulous birthday!!!!
Gabby Paloma, U.S.

Dear Emma;
Happy 18th birthday! I’m not sure why turning 18 is
considered anymore special than 17, 19 or any other
birthday but there are some rather subtle changes in the
way you are perceived by others. You are , for instance,
no longer a teenage youth but a young adult. You are no
longer a “learner by example” but a “teacher by example”.
Your responsibilities seem to change a little also. When I
turned 18 (longer ago than I care to relate here) the main
thing I noticed was that I was given more freedom to make
my own decisions but was also made aware that whatever
I decided could have an effect on other people.
I hope that this day is all you wish it to be. Congratulations,
many happy returns, God bless...and peace.
Sincerely,
John
John, U.S.A.
Happy Birthday Emma!! now you’re a completely grown
up girl! my best wishes for you from Mexico! I hope that
the magic of the 18 years shows you the meaning of the
responsibility with the life with God and your parents.. and
remember be yourself! we all love you just as you are.. :D
Diana, Mexico

Isabelle, Brazil

Hi Emma!
Just to let you know, my name’s Ryan and I’m from
California-and I’m also a HUGE fan of Harry Potter!
Anyway, I’m not 18 years old yet, in fact I’m not even 17
yet haha. I bet it felt more than fantastic when you passed
and received your provisional for driving! Right now I have
my permit for driving but I’m extremely anxious to get MY
provisional for driving too! You probably have TONS of
things
that you’re looking forward to now that you are 18 years
old, and your life perspective probably looks and feels
different now too. Well, like everybody else, I don’t know
what you’re really thinking or feeling exactly so the best I
can do is share with you

May the years continue to be good to you. Happy Birthday
Emma!i will be 18 soon to and thanks to you ever since i
have been watching hermione i started to love school and
have been on the honor roll. so thanks emma and may this
birthday be great for you no matter which way you spend
it. so May each and every passing year bring you wisdom,
peace and cheer.
stepahanie, united states
I don’t know whether or not you come into EW.net’s forums
and I written a poetry when I thought about you (it’s not
quite seriously, but not just for fun). It’s that Every moment in my life,

my past and what I’m looking forward to in the future.

I want to see her as my wife,

I already have this sort of set plan for my future, or at least
for my near future anyway. That’s because I’m going to
be two months into my ﬁrst college year by the time I turn
18! There’s just so much that I don’t know what’s going to
happen for me when I turn 18, and all I can think about
right now is that I will have my drivers license because I
have just read on your ofﬁcial website that you recently got
YOUR provisional! Congratulations on that by the way!

Every day and every night,

When I turn 18, I’m going to be leaving my highschool kind
of life behind me entering college for the very ﬁrst time. I
don’t know what that’s going to be like, but I’m not very
scared by the thought and I know you probably wouldn’t be
scared either but instead go into college with a conﬁdent
and eager attitude. You’re truly my role model because
you’re about the same age as me-just a year older-and
you honestly inspire me to: be like you and be studious in
school and love fashion! I agree with something you said
too, “I love fashion. I think it’s so important, because it’s
how you show yourself to the world.”

Emma,

All in all, I’d like to tell you that you don’t have to leave
anything you don’t want to behind just because you are
18 now. I would never want to leave behind all of my
great memories of when I was younger! So my thought
is to enjoy this turning point in your life wonderfully and
memorably with your friends and family just as anybody
else would do!
Wishing you a fantastic 18th Birthday from California,
USA
Ryan, USA
Hey Emma,
I just wanted to say Happy 18th Birthday. I can’t believe
your this far of an age, you’ve really come a long way. I
hope you have a great day on April 15, 2008. I don’t have
school that day, so I’ll get to see you on tv that day. Now
for a song:
“Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you, Happy
Birthday to Emma Watson, Happy Birthday to you!!!!”
Congratulations on everything you deserve eveything & I
can’t wait to see whats in store next for you, but we fans all
know that whatever it is, You’ll do the best in it.
Josie, United States

I want to feeling your good might.
:))) Oh, and happy, happy, happy (very happy) birthday to
you!!! Let’s all your wishes comes true:)
Ivan, Russia

Happy 18th Birthday! Woo hoo! You’re almost done with
those teen years! It’s going to be an adventure and I wish
you many blessings! I hope your birthday is a special one!
Stay cool and don’t dim your shine for anyone!
Rebecca, USA
Emma watson hello, I am Roberto of the country of chile,
I am your fans have always acted in since your ﬁrst ﬁlm
hp1.
Today you want to say a happy birthday together with
those who love you are your family, friends where Rupert
and Daniel and also we all your fans. In particular I never
I forget thee and less on a date so important for you and
also for me, in this important date you want decirl “HAPPY
BIRTHDAY” jijijijij. You have a lot of peace and love in this
birthday and many give-aways.
I hope to some day meet you in person and just take a
picture and your autografo.
Ok and I take leave of you, from my home here in the
distant country of chile, in the south of latin america.
Goodbye.
Roberto, Chile
hi!
well Emma Happy 18 birthday
I can’t belive that when I saw Harry Potter and the sorcerer
stone you were 10 or 11 years old !
I hope you have a grate day, with all your freinds and
family
Tamara, Argentina

Happy 18th Emma! I hope this year brings much joy
and happiness, as always. I hope you ﬁnd your calling
in whatever you want to do. Continue pleasing yourself
and others will be pleased as well. All the best, Melissa.
*hugs*
Melissa, United States
Hi Emma, First of all let me congratulate you for your way
of acting, i admire you very much. This is a special day in
our lifes as i can tell it will be for you. I wish you happiness
and success in everything you decide to do;-) i can tell
you that even you don’t know me and probably we’ll never
meet i want to say that you have a friend in me and that i’ll
be praying for you everyday of my life. Best Wishes Emma
and God Blesses you.
Caro, mexico
Happy Birthday Emma and Best Wishes.
Jaia, USA
Dear Emma,
18 is a signiﬁcant year for all teens, I wish you can enjoy
this year and become an even-more enchanting lady. Last
but not least, I always support you!!! Believe in yourself
and you can achieve. Happy Birthday.
Candice, Hong Kong
Happy Birthday Emma! 18 is an amazing stepping stone
in a young woman’s life, and I only hope that it brings you
many wonderful joys and memories that’ll last for years.
Monica, United States
I’m turning 18th this year too...
So, happy birthday to u & me!!!!
Gloria, HK
Happy Birthday Emma, I think your a wonderful actress
and person and wish you have the best birthday ever!
Josh, United States of America
Emma, ﬁrst of all, I wish you HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY !!!
And of course, helth, love and success!!!
You’ll always be in my heart and take special place in it!!!
Mina, Serbia
happy b-day Emma!!!
Best wishes!!!!!!!
One of your many fans,
Selma, B&H

Hello Emma!!
I can’t believe you’re 18 already, seems like only yesterday
when I saw you on the screen in the ﬁrst HP movie, you
were fantastic, and you still are. Since that day I became
your fan. And I want you to know that I will always be your
fan, and I will always support you . I won’t say I’m your
greatest fan, no..... but you’ll always have me here.
Now have a great birthday, be happy Emma, life tastes
better when we are happy. Be happy for us Emma, your
fans, we feel more than happy when we see your smile,
that wonderful smile, it’s the light of our days, because
we don’t only have you as our favourite actress, but as a
friend, a great friend.
I’m so glad you are going to do uni, that’s wonderful and
that inspires me to do uni too, right now I don’t know what
career I’ll do, but well.. I still have time to think on it, I’m
doing my last 2 years at highschool.
I see you have it pretty clear, English Literature. That’s a
good choice, in my opinion. I was thinking on becoming a
doctor, pretty hard career, but so worth it, helping people
is wonderful (in my opinion), my father is a doctor, a great
doctor actually, and hey, he seems pretty happy. He tells
me he had to study a lot, and he still has to study, can you
imagine that? Being a full grown adult and still studying!
:D
Ok I end it here,thank you for reading Emma, believe it or
not, it means a lot to me, and to many other people, other
fans.
Lots of love and hugs. Alex.
P.S You EMS is wonderful, thank you for that. ;)
Edel Alexander, Spain
hi emma,
what is going on, thinking about your birthday well I will tell
you about my birthday I am become 12 and my birthday
was on feb 5th. I am not so big am I? I cant tell you how it
is like.but I can tell u that you will have fun
decidel, India
Hi EMMA!!!!!
I’m Beatrice I have 19 years-old and I’m from Italy..
I saw all the time your website, and I think you are very
beautiful person and actrice...I like your stile and your
personality... ;-)
I hope, I will see you in front of me for talking, and I hope
you will come to Italy for see the beautiful place that we
have here!!!!
Oh..I fargot, HAPPY BIRTHDAY and have a beautiful
day!!!!
One big kiss from Italy
Beatrice, Italy

CONGRATULATIONS!!! on your 18th birthday Emma. I
really hope you have a tremendous birthday this year. I’m
18 too. I’ll be 19 on January 5. I’m way over your biggest
fan. You are an incredible actress. I’m writting a big letter
to you. You’ll be getting it soon. I started it near the end
of January 28. I know alot about you and I’ve almost got
everything that has your face on it. You do an outstanding
job playing the role of Hermione Granger in the “ Harry
Potter” ﬁlms. I really want you to be able to read my letter
when it comes. Anytime I’m in a bad mood I look at a picture
of you for a while and it makes my day much better. I love
seeing you Dan and Rupert in the ﬁlms. I’m a huge “ Harry
Potter” fan. And a big fan of you and Dan and Rupert. I
hope you get this message soon. Have a fab birthday.
P.S. YOU ROCK THE UNIVERSE!!!
Michael, ILLINOIS
I hope your day is full of love and happiness. Just want to
wish you the very best.
Happy Birthday Emma
love from your biggest fan
Krystal, United States
HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY EMMA!!!

Aurélien, France

it seems like it was just yesterday i was watching you in
the 1st ever harry potter! Wow how time ﬂys.....
HAVE A GREAT DAY EMMA YOU ROCK!!!!!!!!
Katie Louise, England

Be Happy

I am going to turn 18 on July 16th and can’t wait any have
a happy birthday and may allah (god) bless you

Alena, Russia

BILLY, ENGLAND

Hello there! (:

HaPpY bIrThDaY EmMa!!!=)=)

Best wishes for your 18th birthday Emma!

FannyLotito, Padova(Italy)

Ine, Norway
Happy B-day Emma hope u have a wonderful 18 b-day
Hey Emma,

Rhia, Hot springs

At ﬁrst Happy Birthday! Wow now you are 18 years old
congratulation.

Dear Emma

How is it to be 18? >.< I am 17 but in 4 months I will be
18, too.
I think I have to say that I am from Germany ^^! What do
you think of Germany guys?
I read very often that you want to go to school and learn…
why?
You are an actor and not a scientist! Or do you want to
know why I am writing you? :P
Best Wishes
Jens, Germany

Finally your turning 18, and millions of people have seen
you grow up over the years of playing Harry Potter, and I
must say, you have become an amazing person! So many
people look up to you, and for a good reason:) I just think
that, you really are a great rolemodel for a lot of people.
I also want to say that I love the Harry Potter ﬁlms, and
you are one of my favourite acresses! For the record, I
want to say I think you have a really great sence of style,
and you are so pretty:) Finally I want to wish you Happy
18’th Birthday, and I wish you all the best in the future!
Lots of hugs from a 16 year old girl, who thinks you are
fantastic:)
Henriette, Norway

Shanna, USA/France
My eighteenth birthday was a good one. Since I had just
moved to a different state I wasn’t going to school at the
moment. I was able to hang out with family and the few
friends I had in my new neighborhood. Although I did not
get many gifts the overwhelming amount of texts and email
I received from friends and family was overwhelming.
I hope you have an eighteenth birthday that as full of fun
and love from loved ones as mine was. Happy Eighteenth
B-Day. And keep up all of your amazing work.
Your loyal fan,
Paige, USA

Dear Emma Watson,
Happy Birthday! You have the same birthday as my friend.
It would have been really great if I could email you, but
then this email wouldn’t be accepted. I look foward to
seeing you in some more movies. My friend says her dads
girlfriends daugher is your best friend and she’s met your
mum!
Have a great birthday. I will be thinking of you on the
15th!
xxx
Xinni, England

Hi Emma, let me say you ﬁrst Happy Birthday, I think
this birthday is very especial because you are going to
be eightoon, tell me say tha I going to be 18 also in april
exactly april 12 and I so excited like yo, I wish the best
for you in this day and I hope to know you soon , my best
wishes and kisse, from Fran
Lima- Peru
Francesca, Peru

You know you are special,
and that’s very, very true,
and from within my heart I’d like to wish,
A VERY HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!!!
I love you Emma! Wish you all the best for many more
years to come!!!
Shraddha, United Kingdom

Hello Emma! From Argentina, I wish you a Happy Birthday.
Happy 18 years.
Good luck
Joseﬁna, Argentina
Hey Emma~ Happy Birthday!!! Have a great day and know
that im thinking of you!! Good luck with ﬁlming and any
other projects you are doing. You are my favorite actress
and a huge role model for me. Keep up the good work!!
Kate, United States
HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA!! I can’t believe your 18 already!
April 15th’s gonna be an awesome day. I turn 15 that day
too! Well I hope your birthday is everything you want it to
be and it’s the awesomest 18th birthday you could ever
have asked for.
All my crazed fan obsessive love, (haha),
Kelli, United States
Hi Emma i wish you a really happy and oviously fun 18th
birthday
have a wonderful birthday emma
love you
sonia, usa
Happy 18th birthday Emma! :D
You’re an excellent actress and we love all of your movies!
Harry Potter, Ballet Shoes.. you were amazing! You are
our idol :)
We are looking forward to the Empire and Otto Awards...
?we want you to win! we’ve already voted you! So we hope
you win :D
Lots of kisses!
Sorry for our english, but we’re from Argentina :)
Nicole and Florence, Argentina

Happy 18th Emma!
Have a great day and party hard :)
Love Natalie
xxxx.
<3
Natalie, Australia
Happy Birthday Emma!
Your now 18! A full bloom woman. Even if the Harry Potter
Movies ended, I hope you stay the same as you are right
now. Stay happy! Hope you visit us here in the Philippines.
You have many fans in here, of course I’m one of them. :)
Always put your feet on the ground, head down and hand
open, because your not forever a Hermione. Invest your
money wisely. I’m glad because I have the chance to greet
you on your birthday. I hope I can see all of you (the whole
Harry Potter cast) in person.
Happy, Happy, Happy Birthday!
Lovelots and regards,
Iriss from Philippines
Iriss, Philippines
Congratulation Ms Grainger, always keep smiling on
your face . Best of luck for your coming futre. Plz choose
selected roles in every ﬁlm and your acting skills increasing
day by day. Why because I have seen your promo the
ballet shoe movie you looking very beautiful. Keep smilimg
on your face
once again many many happy returns of that day.
Amsa, India
Emma, I love You FOREVER !!!!!
Marius, Sibiu
wish u happy 18th birthday.i am ur big fan.i like u very
much.u r so sweet and beautiful.i wish i can meet u.

Happy birthday em brings you and your family happines
and have a goood day. I very like you so when you going
to Thailand please come and the last that I can speak
french just a little tooo

miley, india

gee, thailand

how do you do? i am one of your fans. u r soooo great
when you play Harry potter. but most i like ballet shoes
more. i collect all ur pics. u r sooo pretty.

Happy Birthday day emma you are so beautiful and i would
love to be you
oxox
isabelle, austraila
Happy birthday to you.
Raymond Wang, Taiwan

hi emma

Happy Birthday
Jessica, T.W
happy birthday emma watson
I love you with all my heart
yassin, algeria

hey...happy b’day...

Heapy birthday emma

fazz, pakistan

im celebrating my birthdat too in 24 march. And i also was
born in 1990 meaning im about to be 18 too.

Hi Emma!
I want to wish you the best wishes for your birthday.I love
all your work and I think that you are a great actress.
Have a nice birthday
Kisses

Sunnie, China

Silvia, Portugal

wish you only good with the hope you will keep playing
in H.P ﬁlms(because it wont gonna be the same movie
without you)
ziv, israel
happy birthday all da best wishes and may god bless u.
ashneel, new zealand

You are my favorite actress. I hope you have a good 18th
birthday.
Talia F., USA
hey Emma! i hope you are doing well, and i heard that you
got your drivers permit good for you, i just want to wish you
a very happy 18 birthday, and to tell you that my birthday
isn’t that far away either, it’s on March ﬁrst. well, i’ll see
you around,
your #1 fan
Caittie, USA
Happy Birthday, Emma =D It’s kinda like I watched Harry
Potter and the Philopher Stone for the ﬁrst time. (but it’s
not) xD Well, I hope you have a wonderfull day.
P.S I think you’re verry pretty, and you’re very good in
acting =D
SiDanLey, The Netherland
Happy birthday Emma Watson I hope your life is full of so
many good things and that you live your life to the fullest
and enjoy every day of it.
Jackie, america
Hello Emma, I’m Aliénor, a french girl, and I just wanted
to tell you why I am such a big fan of you for your 18th
birthday. You are just an example for me, I so much admire
you, and I would like to be like you. But it’s not because
of your celebrity. I admire your qualities : You seem to be
a wonderful human being. You seem to ﬁnd friends and
family most important thing in life and you try to keep a
life as normal as possible. And also,of course, you are an
amazing actress, but I think all of your fans must tell you
that so I wanted to be a bit more original.
And I also wanted to tell you a very Happy birthday !!! You
are now 18 ! You are not a little girl anymore : you are now
a woman ! So, just enjoy that day as you can !
Good luck for ﬁlming Half Blood Prince
Much love
Aliénor, France
Happy Birthday to you.
turning eighteen this year, may u continue prospering in
life and i hope that u will be a good girl emma forever
Rohit, India
Dear Emma...
i’m a verry big fan... i looking forward to the 6. movie...
happy birthday Emma...i hope you will have a greate
day...
Lene, Norway

Emma:
I wish you a happy birthday. You are so cool, smart, and
my model in many ways.
I hope you have a great birthday with family, friends, and
people you love. I love you a lot and I now all your fans do
too. HAPPY B-DAY EMMA!!! I wish you can have many
birthdays as possible!!!
Love,
Sonia, Mexico
Hi Emma, Happy birthday! Lots of wishes on your 18th
birthday.My father is British so when I ‘ll go to England I will
go and ﬁnd you :) because I really want to see you. Here in
Chile, south America, you have lots of fans, including me,
that thinks that you’re the best actress on earth. Really,
you are fantastic! So you deserve the best birthday ever.
Just enjoy it with your family and people who you love.
But don’t forget your fans ;). Oh! can you come and visit
us here one day? Please :) I’m going to be the ﬁrst on
meeting you. I would like to put my e-mail here but it isn’t
good to put it, other wise this letter won’t be accepted to
send it to you:(. Well, I hope you have a great birthday!!.
Lots of love, your Chilean friend ;)
Bea.
Beatrice, Chile

Stephen, UK

Happy 18th Emma! It seems like just yesterday that we
saw you in the ﬁrst Harry Potter movie. Since i am not 18,
for my eightinth birthday, i dont want nothing big, you know,
just hanging out with friends on the town, go for a roadtrip
somewhere, and just go and pig out at some big fancy
restaurant. For gifts, maybe, i hope i can go to London
just see the buldings, sights, meet new people and see
everything England has to give. Thats my biggest dream,
(other then being a movie star) ;) Well, i hope that your
birthday will be everything you want it to be and more. I
love your work and keep up what your doing! xxx
PS. Big fan, big fan. haha.
once again, happy birthday!
Jo-Anne, Canada

Dave, UK
Hi Emma, many many happy returns of the day. I wish you
will become worlds no. 1 actress. You are so pretty. You
are ﬁrst and best hollywood actress i like the most because
you are good in nature, beautiful, and ofcourse always
well dressed girl, fortunately not like other actresses those
thinks that if they become sexy or hot then they bcome
peoples favourite bcoz they dont know that beauty is in
simplicity, pple dont love them by heart. But Emma you are
the best. Im a TRUE and big fan of yours. I wake up till 5am
from night and only reads your interviews & downloads
your cute pictures on my mobile. I respect you by heart,
i cant tolerate any bad comments about u. My dream is
to meet you, please pls pls pls COME TO INDIA (at NEW
DELHI). And again HAPPY BIRTHDAY and goodluck for
your future. My name is HAMEED (from INDIA).
Hameed, India
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!
I wish you to have the GREATEST day ever, surrounded
by your friends and family.

Hey! Would I be completely repeating the saying you are
the most remarkable gal on the planet!I have tried to sum
up the best 18th birthday card for that special person will
always remember but it has been proven quite hard at the
moment but it all sums down to this you ARE a special
person & there are thousands who look up to you & want
to be just like you but when it comes just down to you it
will be you making the decisions and not your fans we love
you very much & will always be proud to see you succeed
may you have the best birthday ever and hopefully it won’t
be raining :)
Cheers to all of your family celebrating this special day,
your friend and admirer from your ofﬁcial site camila
XOXOXO
Camila, United States
Emma i hope you have fun in your 18th birthday and i think
is gonna go well.Well i do not know about 18th birthdays
cuz im not that old but some day i will.Well just wanted to
tell you that I LOVE YOU. YOU ARE GREAT. MY IDOL
America Torres, United States

Yized, USA

I wish you a wonderful and joyful Birthday Emma. I hope
all your wishes will be full ﬁlled and you will have a grade
and successful long life.

Hey Emma!!! Happy 18th...you are just an inspiration and
role model for so many people and i know we all thank
you for that...i hope your 18th is an exciting and wonderful
time...keep up the amazing work... -xx

With kind regards

Alex, USA

Hello Emma HAPPY BIRTHDAY hope that the passes very
well with friends and family, I would also tell you that I love
your way of being, I love your face, and your beautiful eyes
hurt that I can not see you in person to tell you everything
that I want to tell actually I like you a lot. Although I am a
baby 16 years but always good be my love platico MUCH
YOU WANT !!!!!!!!

happy birthday emma! thats great! i hope youre doing
well, cant believe youre already- youre gonna be 18. wow,
i hope you have a good fun birthday so all the same
Andrew, USA

Widukind, Germany

!!! HAPPY 18 !!!!!
happy birthday emma, :) ur a star and i wish i could meet
you
amber, england

Jesus, Venezuela

Hi Emma Watson,,,
My Friends and I would like to greet you
A Happy, happy Birthday!!!!!!:-)
I wish you success in your career, a more wonderful life
ahead of yours and lovelife...
May all your wishes come true...
May your life be ﬁlled with joy and glory!!!
Hope you will remain grounded and never forget all of usyour fans....:-)
I have this beautiful sayings for you to treasure....
True people are capable of caring from a distance, far
enough to make other people grow but never too far to ﬁll
the care within their hearts...
Friends are like quilt: patched by time, sewn by hands,
designed by the heart, bound to keep you covered and
protected through times ‘til the end...
Hope I made a mark in your heart..
Thank You...
Rose Ann, Philippines

Here’s hoping you have an earth shattering, party pumping,
mind blowing, super duper hair raising day. :)
Trisha, South Africa
Happy Birthday Emma
Hope this year will be much much much better than your
previous ...I m really happy that you ﬁnally got a chance to
do a non Potter ﬁlm ...
You reaaly look the same loving , cool and innocent girl
in Ballet Shoes as in Harry Potter... I would like u to visit
India specially Rajasthan sometime ...Rajasthan reﬂects
our cultural diversity ...If you get time please try to ﬁnd
something about Rajasthan ...(u’ll be amazed to see it )
I hope u’ll enjoy your birthday to th fullest
Anshu, India
To Emma
I’d just like to wish you a very Happy 18th Birthday. I wish
you the very best of luck in all you do in the future. Have a
wonderful day and many happy returns of the day.
xx

Happy Birthday!

Abdur, England

I love you so much:)
Yen, Taiwan

Emma:
Happy Birthday! Your acting is very consummate!
Kit Ming Ho, Hong Kong

Emma, unfortunately I don’t know you as much I would like
to, so I can’t write something that you would really love. I
would like to know your opinion about little things from daily
life, but I can’t, I can’t reach you, that’s so disapponting!
I wish you the best birthday of your life, as well as the
following birthdays of yours. I hope you know that not all
of your fans want to invade your privacy, some of them
actually want to be your friend. You are not a goddess
and I know that. You have ﬂaws, but I do not know them
and that’s why I would like to really know you. But that’s
impossible, since I don’t live in Europe and you wouldn’t
want to be friend of a girl that actually knew you through
your fame. You would be suspicious if it is a friendship for
my own ends or because our personalities match.
The best wishes for you.
Isabelle Louise, Brazil
Emma, I want you to live your life as you are no matter
what. You are so beautiful to me, the deepest and prettiest
girl of all. I wish you can enjoy and most of all, laugh as
hard as you can, so you can recall your birthday as a great
moment. Love, bart.
Bartolom, Argentina
Hi Emma,
just wanted 2 wish u a HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
you’re 18teeth b’day doesen’t come every day so make
it special, life goes on and on and becoming 18 is an
important part of an teenagers life, it should be 1 u will
remember for a while 2 come.
oooxxxxx
Have FUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Hala, perth
Have a Happy Sweet 16 Emma! Congratulations on all the
things you have accomplished so far in your life. You are
an awesome actress. Keep up the great work. Anyways
have a great birthday.
Angela, Canada
Have a Happy Birthday Emma! You are awesome and
you rock. Congragulations on all the things you have
accomplished. Your such a great actress. Can’t wait for
the last two Harry potter ﬁlms! xxx
Angela, Canada

Happy 18th Birthday Emma!!! I hope you ﬁnd everything
that brings you happiness on your special day, and every
day. Wishing you have another prosperous year, and have
success in whatever you choose to do. Keep up all of the
good work.
Jesse, Australia
Congratulations Emma! You must be so excited to be
turning 18! I am an aspiring actress and I just wanted to
say that you have been inspiring me since the ﬁrst Harry
Potter movie. I love your style, which is very similar to my
own, and your dedication to learning, family, fun, and, of
course, acting. I hope some day I will get to join you on the
red carpet, but until then I will keep working hard to become
a better actress. Many actresses aspire to be where you
are now, but it is because of you that I even discovered
my passion for acting. I am unbelievably grateful to you for
that, and for continuing to be the strong, smart, beautiful,
caring person that your fans adore. Thank you, Emma.
And Congratulations on your big day!
Emily, Untied States
Hey Emma! WOW! You’re now 18??!! Time ﬂies in a blink
of an eye. I just want to say how amazing all this time you
had your feet on the ground and has never been in to big
trouble, I am a BIG fan of u since Day 1! I know that you
will carry on to be this amazingly talented actress forever.
Cant wait till your next movie comes out!!
Much love from your loyal fan,
PS, almost forgot, H-A-P-P-Y B-I-R-T-H-D-A-Y!!!!!!!
Lingjun, New Zealand
Happy bestday) congrat) i hope you`ll be very happy)
Alexey, Russya
Hi Emma!
How are you? I hope ﬁne. I want to do you a bests wishes
for your 18th birthday! Wow!....and can I tell who you are
the best best but really only you the best actress in all the
world?
Don’t change never, Emma! I’m your great fan ...You’re so
fantastic...
I hope to hear from you soon.
All the best
Kiss-kiss
Rossy, Italy

Hi Emma,

P.S.Coul you to come to Italy?

Happy 18th Birthday!
I hope you have a great birthday with your family and
friends.
Love
Valli, Australia

Happy Birthday Emma!! 18 is a big year, so enjoy it to its
fullest! Happy birthday, stay safe, and have a great 2008!
All the best...
Lauren, USA

Wow, you’re 18. I was so excited when I turned 18 3
months ago, so I know how you feel.
I wish you the happiest birthday. You’re young and beautiful
and smart, you can have everything you want. Go out and
have fun, dance till dawn and shout to the sky. Enjoy your
life, laugh till your stomach hurt and be sure that everyone
loves you just the way you are. You’re still a teenager, be
crazy and goofy and feel free to do whatever comes up to
your mind.
May you be happy, and may all your wishes come true.
Happy 18th Birthday, Emma!
xoxo
Roni, Israel
Hello Emma, you want a super happy anniversary
because you deserve! I wish you all the days of your life
are wonderful and full of achievements. I love you and I
know some day you too! A kiss huge!
Jemima, Brasil
heyy emma
HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!
i hope you hae a great 18th birthday and that all your
wishes come true!!!
keep up all the great work and your great taste of
clothes!!!
xoxo
Mandy, Australia
hi, Emma.my name is Rekha and I’m 13 this year.I would
like to wish u a very Happy 18th b’day and many returns of
the day..I also would like to say how much u inspire me as
a role model and I love all the HP movies. I especially like
Hermione, she’s my favourite.
I go to an all girls’ school too. It’s a convent school.
I really hope to meet u in person someday and I would like
to say how much I like you.
love fr Rekha.
Rekha, Malaysia
‘’Each moment of the year has its own beauty...
a picture which has never seen before and which shall
never be seen again.’’
Happy Birthday Emma Watson

hi, Emma
I would like to wish you a very Happy 18th b’day and
sincerely hope you’ll enjoy it a lot! I’m fr Malaysia, which is
in the far east. I’ve been a big fan of you since 3rd movie
and I like u a lot. I hope u can visit my country or that I may
come to UK. I turn 14 this yr. I play soccer in my school
and video games. I hear u like playstation..so do I. I enjoy
HP movies a lot. esp can’t wait for half blood prince and
deathly hallows. I hope u will win a lot of awards for any
HP ﬁlm.
pls act in more ﬁlms too, Emma. I’m very happy to be your
fan as u r smart, kind, pretty and ambitious.
once again I wish u a very happy 18th b’day and hope u
have a big party and don’t do anything bad because I like
you, Emma as how you are now...
love,
Rakhaal, Malaysia
dear Emma,
I would like to wish u a very Happy 18th B’day and hope
you will truly enjoy and treasure it!! welcome to the adult
world once you turn 18!
I’m fr Malaysia, 24 yrs old. Malaysia is in the far east. I’m
already working. as a barrister. usre you know all about
law, your parents being lawyers/barristers themselves! I
would like to say tht hermione is my most fave role model.
she represents a girl tht’s not afraid to speak her mind
or be herself. I have always thought fr day 1,there’s no
better Hermione than you, Emma. I did notice a lot of
similarities between you and Hermione.. I enjoyed all the
HP books. book 4,5 and 7 is my favourite. my favourite HP
ﬁlms are 3 and 4. I like Cuaron’s style and movie 4 had
good effects plus it was my favourite book. I hope movie
6 will be good and long. pls beg the 7th movie director to
make dHallows into 2 ﬁlms. each 3 hrs min! I admire the
way you portray Hermione, making her so much yours. I
hope you will continue to win many awards for your role as
H.Granger. I would love to see you in more roles esp ones
with substance. I also won’t advice you to do any nude
scene despite any pressure as to be famous/good actress
doesn’t mean u have to display a lot of skin. I enjoyed
ballet shoes movie a lot and thought you were brilliant as
Pauline Fossil. I hope I may see you in UK or that u may
visit my country/Singapore soon. I would love to chat with
you and be friends.
good luck, Emma in your future and pls always have a
good steady education and wishing u all the best for your
18th b’day...
love,
Audrey, Malaysia

I Am A Huge Fan Of Urs U R Outstanding Brilliant
Gorgeous

Happy Birthday Emma! wow 18! Have a great day x

Samina, Dubai

Danielle, England

happy birthday
bruno, argentina
Dear Emma Watson,
I am a devoted harry potter fan and i think you are absolutely
wonderful as Hermione!!!! I have also loved Ballet Shoes
since i was very little and i thoght you where absolutely
amazing as Pauline!!!
I hope you have a really great 18th birthday!
Best of luck with ‘Half-Blood Prince’!!!
Yours Moast sincerely,
xox

Happy 18th Birthday Emma! You are such an amazing
actress. You are so pretty and have a wonderful personality.
I love how you stay so grounded even with all your success.
I just want you to have the best birthday ever because you
are the best role model anyone could ask for. I can’t wait
for the next Harry Potter movie and any other projects you
take on in life. Happy Birthday again and keep up all the
hard work! Love, Sarah
Sarah, United States
I wish you happy forever and have a beautiful life. At
last,”Happy Birthday” Emma
Steven, China

Freya (14), England
I’m sorry that i just send this message on
the internet!! I should send a meaningful
birthday present as a one of your fans, but
that’ll be done when i can earn my own
money by my self!! Please Wait... Someday,
My real present will be in your sight.
Have A Nice Day!(bon jovi version :D)
Jae-Hoon, Korea
HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY EMMA! you are a
fantastic girl and i wish you all the best for
your birthday! You are a role model to me
and i hope your birthday is just as special
as you are! PEACE!
xxx, Becca, USA
Hey Emma
The time gone by so fast and now you are
18 years old. Me soon too, but i have to wait
two months longer.I hope you have it well,
not like me. I wish you will have a great
future, without all these bad problems.
And I wish you only the best for everything
you do and you will do. I am realy happy to
see you in the other Harry Potter Movies.
For me you are a great actress.
And well, I have to say my english is not the
best, so i hope u understand me
greetings
Nicolas, Switzerland
Hope you will have the most wonderful birthday in your life
with your friends and family and fans around and make
us all proud once more of HP and good luck in all and
remember that we all will be with you in all of your doings
Emma so HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!! :) ;)
Alin, Romania(Alba Iulia)

Emma, happy 18th birthday! May your best wishes come
true and hope that everyday will be your best day. Take
care.
Zachary, Singapore

Happy birthday to someone who will always be young

Happy 18th Birthday Emma!

Looking back across the years it’s a joy to reminicse

It was so cool watching you growing up. You are so
intelligent and stylish, you inspired me to do things i would
never do.

For memory opens wide the door on a happy day like this
I am a huge fan of urs. well as being ur fan i am also Dan’s
fan like crzy 4 him
U r the best, gorgeous, outstanding, keep it up
Shezana, Dubai
A very Happy Birthday to you Emma!
Wow does time ever ﬂy! If you don’t mind me saying, in
the ﬁrst movie you were the cute, bushy haired girl aka
Hermione; but now you have become an amazing actress
who is not only known for her part as Hermione in Harry
Potter but also as Pauline from Ballet Shoes. You really
have showed the world your talent in this past year!
Congratulations on your 18th and I hope you have a great
one because you totally deserve some time with friends
and family on your birthday after all of the hard work that
you have put in for all of your fans like me! Once again
have a really good one!
Lots of love from a HUGE fan,
Tristin :)
Tristin, Canada

savi, Bulgaria

I’m looking forward to your roles in movies you’re gonna
make. Thank you for being what you really are. Not many
persons in show business are. All the best wishes for you
b-day!!
xoxo
Ines, Croatia
Happy Birthday Emma! You are my idol and an amazing
actress You are everything I aspire to be: pretty, athletic,
smart, successful, and loving life. Stay on the right path
and never become another Brittney Spears!
So much love,
Paige, United States of America
Wishing you a wonderful 18th Birthday! Hope you have
fun being an adult =)
Maria, Bulgaria

Heey Emma,
Happy Birthday to you!!!
I wish you the very very Best of all good things you can
imagine!! :)
I hope you will enjoy another year of your extraordinary life
and stay healthy :)
I hope to see you in Germany!!!

Hello Emma! I hope you have a fantastic 18th birthday,
you deserve it!! Good luck in your future!
Jonica, USA
HI Emma
Happy 18th Birthday!!

My best regards

Hope you have SSOO much fun with friends and
family!!!!!!

Christoph, Germany

Love,
Emily, Australia

Hi Emma!
I wish you the best of luck and a happy 18th birthday. I
hope you´re ﬁne and joy my congratulation. Have a
nive celebration with your family and friends. One of my
favourite dreams is to talk to you one time, leastwise see
you. But my absolutely dream is to be a really good tennis
star and maybe send you an invitation to play some tennis
together. But till then it takes a lot of time. So i hope you´ll
remember my name.
So celebrate your nice birthday and have a very good time.
I know do do the right.
Yours
Danial, Germany
well, what to say to you...
I’ve been a fan of yours since the 3rd HP ﬁlm was realised.
It’s like if it was yesterday when I saw you for the ﬁrst time,
but time goes by. I’m turning 16 on may and I don’t know
what do you want to do in the university so my message to
you is continue acting (I think you really have a talent) and
if you want to take a career, do what you have capacities
and, more important, what you like. I’m sure you will have
a extremely good birthday and you will happily celebrate
it with your family and friends. I think you are very friendly
with your fans (the EWO and E.M.S.) and your family too
(your dad’s photos). Everytime you feel depressed or sad,
think about your fans that will always be supporting you,
no matter where are they from.
I don’t know what else can I say to you, but I’m glad to
contribute to a project that you’ll read and think about it.
Adria, Spain
Yeahhhh , Just Happy Birthday #18 !
Jeremy, France

Hey Emma,
Happy 18th Birthday, wow 18 like here in Australia its
something big to celebrate. I hope you have lots of fun, take
loads of photos just just have a great night to remember.
Wishing you all the best for the year as well.
xxx
Roisin, Australia
Hello Emma.
Congratulations at your 18th birthday and thank you for
lighting up the last seven years of my life. You’re a big
inspiration to me and I really admires you how nice,
positive, wise and down to earth you’re even though you’re
world famous. You’re absolotley someone that anyone can
learn something of.
Hope you have a nice year.
With love from Sweden
Best wishes xX
Carl, Sweden
May your memories today be warm ones. May your
dreams today be clear. May your joy last through the year.
May every special happiness ﬁll this day for you and may
the year bring everything you looking forward to.
Happy Birthday, Emma.
Richard, Shanghai
hope you have a lovely birthday i remember when your
ﬁrst movie came out you were so little and now when i
watch it and compare it i see how time ﬂies so fast hope
you have a wonderful 18th birthday emma oh and have
fun with driving cars

Kiss your childhood good bye! Open the doors to your
future, meet people and have fun. Wish you the best
with your life, and happy eighteenth!XD from all your
*somewhat* die-hard fans from Canada!! Peace.

your biggest fan xx

A.v, CANADA XD

Happy birthday Emma!!

Maryam, south korea

with love from Paros
antonia, greece

Shannen (12), UAE

Hi Emma! Years have passed fast and now you are 18. I
remember the ﬁrst Harry Potter ﬁlm that you are 11! I feel
like we grown up together beacuse i was a fan of you since
the ﬁrst ﬁlm.

Hi Emma!!

I wish we had a long life, so i can be a fan of you that
long... Happy birthday!

it’s so weird to write to you (i hope you going to receive
this message...)

Can, Turkey

What can i wish to the girl that have all most
everything???

Make a wish for every cndle on your cake...May all your
wishes come true...
Happy Birthday from POLAND:)
Bernadetka, Poland
Happy birthday, Emma! I wish you good luck as 18! I think
I will celebrate as well. You know, my idol is ﬁnally 18 :)
Love xx
Hilde, Norway
Happy birthday Emma! The time ﬂies away, you’re already
turning 18! You’re not a child any more. I think it seems
scary to leave the years of childhood and be an adult but
I hope you enjoy it. Happy birthday once again! You’re
deﬁnately worth a fantastic birthday!
Joseﬁn, Sweden

I wish that you wake up every day with a big smile on the
lips ...
I wish that the sun shine and warm you every time you will
be sad...
I wish that the nature will bloom evry time you laugh...
I have so much to wish to you but i don’t think that words
can describe all the estimation i have to you ...
you did so much for me you are my role model (i know that
allot of girls tell you this but i don’t want to be one of the
other girls i want to be special like you ...)
eventually i just want to say thank you Emma for changing
my life ...
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!
wish you all the best
love,
Lee, Israel
p.s: cats rules lol

For my 18th birthday, which was last November, I got a
huge surprise I was out with some friends and we got back
to my house and they had thrown a HUGE party for me
and it was Harry Potter theme and everything. We had a
huge Harry Potter marathon and did trivia and all my friend
who didn’t like Harry Potter got hooked. I thought I’d share
that with you.
I can’t believe your going to be 18 years old! You were just
a little girl not too long ago, but then again, so was I. Haha.
Well, I hope that you have a GREAT and WONDERFUL
18th and Don’t go too crazy! Haha. Love you Emma and
I can’t want to see you in Harry Potter and the Half-Blood
Prince! I’ll be at the New York or London Premiere, so
Hopefully I’ll see you then!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Lisa Marie, USA
Hi emma, i just want to wish you a very very happy birthday,
i hope that you enjoy every minute of this day so special
for you.
HaPpY 18...
Daniel, Colombia
happy b-day emma and i hope you have a good 18th
birthday party with all your friends and famaly
lupita, united states
Happy 18 birthday Emma. I wish that all your wishes come
true in short time. I wish you much luck in your future life.
You are so wonderful and sweat girl. There isn’t any other
girl that is like you. You are unique. Many greetings. Buy

Hey Emma! Just wanted to wish you a happy 18th birthday.
Hope you get all that you wish for.
God Bless You.
Sherice, US
happy birthday emma!!!!!
xib, france
Hi Emma I am so happy For you will you ever come to
the U.S You are so cool Emma . You have done very well
as hermoine & palline & I will buy the movie just to watch
it keep up the good work and do something fun on your
b-day but stay safe you are a very awesome person and
are very funny & down to earth & realy realy cute and I
will always love you & I respect you Emma LOVE YOUR
BIGGEST FAN JESSICA
Jessica, U.S
Happy 18th Birthday, we hope it is a wonderful experience
for enjoy from brothers ages 10 years, 4 years, and 15
months. See you on the big screen. Happy birthday.
Andy, Tony, Lee, and Char (mom)., United States
Dear Emma- Your wit and grace should serve you well
as you move so gracefully from childhood. It has been a
pleasure to have a peek into your life and as I respect your
privacy, I do enjoy the glimpses you have given me in your
movie roles and a small part of your life! Good luck, God
Bless and Happy Birthday!
Michael, USA

Miroslav, Serbia
Esta son las mañanitas
que cantaba el rey David
hoy por ser tu cumpleaños
te las cantamos aquí
^That’s a bit of the traditional Birthday song here in Mexico.
So Happy Birthday, Emma!! I hope you’re having a blast
with your friends and family! Big 18! Enjoy your day and
may all your dreams come true! ;)
Success and Good Luck!!
Your mexican friend,
Anna Karolina, Mexico
HAPPY BIRTHDAY FOR YOUR 18 YEARS !
Mallory, Belgium
I love you, Emma, and happy birthday!
Nicole, Canada

Happy Birthday, Emma... You’re the best... I hope you’ll
reach your objectives... Enjoy your party, 18 years old are
very important, live it with semplicity and serenity.
T.V.B. = (in english may be “I love you”)
Elio, Italy
Hi
Happy Birthday Emma
I wish that you can do all your wishes same days... I am
very happy becuase I can send this simple letter for you.. I
wish that you will be happy when you read it..
Happy Birthday..
With my love:
Reem, Oman(middle east)
Happy Birthday Emma!!!
We love you! :)
Paola, Finland

Dear Emma,
I wish you a lot of happiness for you birthday. An ocean of
wishes for you 18th bithday.
The 18th birthday is an important arrival. I hope that it’s
just the ﬁrst of a lot of wonderful arrivals.
roberto, svizzera
Hi Emma
Happy Birthday Emma. May god bless you,your family,
your friends and your pets. I hope you have a memorable
pleasant birthday. Enjoy your birthday. I am your biggest
fan ever and you are the best actress ever. I like your
acting. Continue your acting career and best of luck for
your coming movies. Take care. Hope you like my card
which I wrote to you.
Minette, India
Dear Emma,
Anyway you look at this message, I wish you a Happy
Birthday for your 18th. I with you the best all of your life,
and after, if it’s possible.
Good luck for your career, and of course, if you’re not down
with that, I have two words for you : HAPPY BIRTHDAY.
=)
Love,
David (17), Belgium

Just wanted to say happy 18th, hope you have a really
great time and aren’t too stressed by exams to not enjoy
it! I think you’re an amazing actress and you have an
amazing sense of style. J’adore Chanel aussi!
Oh and well done on your GCSE/AS-level results! I’m
aiming for high marks but yours were amazing!
Look forward to any new projects you do!
Love xxx
Amy, England
HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY EMMA!!! I hope you have an
amazing birthday! You deserve the best! You are an
amazing actress!
Chelsea, United States
Happy Birthday!! Turning 18 is a wonderful experience. I
wish at the best luck and success to you. Enjoy it because
it is deﬁnitely apart of the best years of your life.
Karen, United States
Happy Eighteenth!! I hope you will never forget what will
happen on that day. In Canada, 18 is a very special age,
mostly because you are an adult and you can go do things
on your own and most importantly you can drink!!! I don’t
know if its the same over there, but I know you’ll have fun
anyway. My advice: stay connected with family, do what
your heart says and most importantly HAVE FUN!!!! I’m
not 18 until August so I’m really jealous.

I hope, you’ll be happy

Anyway have a great day, you deserve it!

Tabbi, Germaney

P.S. You’re fantastic!!
Danny or Dan, Canada

Happy Birthdayyy. (:
Have an awesome 18th; get drunk, loose all conscious
knowledge of your whereabouts - the usual, yknow =p
You’re such a lucky girl and I hope you know it.
Sophie, Wales
Happy birthday Emma!
I sent you chocolate from Switzerland so I hope you’ll
enjoy it. I composed a song about you Emma. I will send
you by post.
Congratulations Emma
Sven, Switzerland

happy birthday emma i just want to thank you for being my
idol and inspiring me to start acting happy birthday!!!!xxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
claire, ireland
I hope that you have a great birthday and have fun with
family and friends, you deserve it. Turning 18 is a big one
and I hope you enjoy it as much as I did. Have a great
day. xx
Rebecca, England
Hello gorgeous!!!!!!!!!!!!!

It’s been such a long time when I saw you ﬁrst time:) now,
you are 18! I wish you Happy Birthday! good learning, enjoy
acting in Harry Potter movies and, to your every dream will
come true :) Happy Birthday again! :** Best wishes from
Poland;) Joanne

First of all HAPPY BIRTHDAY.May this day brings u
millions n millions of happiness.......i am a very big n in my
opinion the greatest fan of urs...u wld nt belive but i have
2367 pictures of searched from every site which carry ur
photos.........nyways loads of wishes n one more thting “I
LOVE U”

Joanne, Poland

jawed, india

Happy 18th Birthday Emma! I hope it’s awesome just like
you! Here’s to another year of success for you!

I wish you a great birthday and hope that’ll you get as much
success in your adulthood as you got in your childhood!

Cheers!

Xx

Katelynn, Canada

Jeanne, Switzerland

Fortune is not purpose, fortune is lifestyle. Luckily, you
have a birthday once a year, so use it in the best way and
you will never get eighteen years old again. So, bend it!

Happy Birthday Emma!

Happy birthday, and make sure that this birthday will bear
in your mind!:)
Helina, Estonia
hello emma i would like to say thank you for working on
harry potter. you have inspiered me to become an actress
just like you. Happy Birthday!!!
cassie, USA
Congrats, Em, for your 18TH BIRTHDAY!
I can only wish you the best of the best, keep being healthy,
cute and smart, get nice presents and cute boys ;)
Best from me ;)
Wassily, Ukraine

Anna, belgum
Emma,
I am not yet 18 but I have had memorable times on my
birthday
Anna, Brussles.
Emma,
I just wanted to say how amazingly down to earth you
seem. I was at the HP OOTP premiere in London (you
looked fabulous) ad you were soo nice to all your fans.
Unfortunately you didn’t come to where I was standing but
I totally understand. You have been such an inspiration to
me! and I look up to you soo much. I’m a struggling actress
and I just wish I could have what you have. good luck with
everything! xoxoxoxo
Lauren, United States

Emiliana, Brazil

happy birthday to you emma

Dear Emma,

Katie, England

Congratulations on turning 18 years old in a couple of
weeks. When I was turning 18 years old, I was graduating
from high school where I felt like I’ve experienced enough
to go out into the real world. No matter what happens, just
be the same.

Emma no sabes cuanto me encantas, eres una excelente
actriz, eres hermosisima, soy tu fan numero uno en
Venezuela y creo que en el Mundo, te adoro Emma,
cuidate mucho, y espero conocerte en la Premiere de
Harry Potter y el Principe Mestizo... Muchos Besos!!! You
Are Beautiful
WeS, Venezuela

Keep Rocking!
Adam, United States
I am very excited to be turning 16..but 18 never
came to thought! You are nearly 18, omg! I
remember when I ﬁrst saw your picture, you were
only 11!! You have grown and changed and it’s
amazing. Keep it cool little girl! Act our heart away
and be passionate. You are an inspiration, thank
you. HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY!... You are forever
a hero!
Elizabeth, Canada
Congratulations Emma!! You are the best actress
in the world! I hope your birthday gonna be very
good! Lot of love/joss
Joseﬁn, Sweden
happy birthday emma
kosta, bulgariq
Emma, you are my role model in every way, and I
want you to have the best birthday in the world!
Laura, America
Happy birthday! I very much love , and respect
you. I wish you to remain always such beautiful,
with love and the deepest respect. Anatoly. St.Petersburg. Russia.
You DA BEST!
Anatoly, Russia

Happy Birthday Emma! I hope that all of your wildest and
wistful dreams come true! And many hopes and wishes to
you! I LOVE YOU EMMA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! You’re my FAVORITE
ACTRESS EVER! Keep up the good work, adn hope you
have the best birthday eva!
Marisa, United States

Dear Emma,
Happy Birthday and have a great year ahead....With loads
of love
Neil, India

Have a great 18th Birthday Emma!!!!!!!!

Hey Emma. My name is Cayce and I’m 16 years old. I
hope you enjoy your 18th birthday and have a great day!
you deserve to. Im a really big fan of yours and have seen
every harry potter ﬁlm. i am looking forward to the next
one. I wish you all the best and luck for the future. Your an
amazing person, never change.

Sheila, United States

HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY!

happy birthday emma.
valeria, italia

Cayce, Australia

Happy birthday to you!^0^
God always bless you the best things.
Always smile a lot, Emma. We’ll support you forever.
Thuy Anh, Vietnam
Happy 18th Birthday, Emma!
Have a happy birthday with your friends and family!
Laura, Finland
Happy birthday world`s loveliest Emma!! I hope you have
a funny day, when you be 18 years old!! You are perfect!
<33 :)
Henriikka, Finland
Happy 18th birthday, Emma! May all your wishes come
true! You are the best! Once again , Happy birthday! I wish
you good luck in all you will do!
Alexandra, Romania

emma watson i have had a crush on you since the ﬁrst
movie but the bad tking is that i am only 9. I wish you a
happy birthday and good luck with the harry potter movie.I
cant wait tll the next to movies come out.If you want to visit
me I am in leeds beston road st.francis of assisi school.
LOVE FROM DENNIS GOOD LUCK
dennish, leeds
Happy birthday to you EMMY!!!!!!!
In your 18th you’re a workaholik and it’s great!I don’t know
you but respect. You’re so pretty, real british beauty!
I wish you be in love, be succesful lady, have a lot of
friends (not fans, who want to be with you,’couse you’re
famous).You have a lot of fans now,’couse you’re a brilliant
actress.
Happy birthday to you again! Good luck!
Alexandra, Russia
Sorry, I speak a little english and I can’t write a long
message... Just Happy birthday Emma and happy !!! Kiss
Coralie, Suiwtzerland

Just: HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA!! Keep Rockin’!
Maria, Argentina
I’m writing this on my own birthday (2nd March - honestly)
and today has been great, just like you. I hope you have a
wonderful birthday and how amazing, we have seen you
grow from a young child all the way to a mature, beautiful,
talented and inspiration adult. My sister turned 18 three
years ago and simply said “It was a change of sides.”
I hope you have an incredibly birthday because you
deserve it 110%. You have been my idol. Congratulations,
Miss Emma Watson and have a fabulous and Happy 18th
Birthday.
Emma, UK, England
Hi emma:
18 HAPPY YEARS, I hope that everything will go well this
year and everything that you propose, hopefully that give
you time to read the messages that you send your fans
around the world, lovingly, so you are still a great actress,
but I feel pity that I could not tell you to see your movie
Ballet Shoes, because my country has not come to the
movies and not in DVDs, but I have seen the trailers at
youtube.com; dismissal good I have commanded you
many greetings I am a great admirer of yours, I hope that
one day may know ok. Bye XD
Katty Roxana, PERU

Hi my sweet Emma I am biggest fan of urs ..and happy
birthday from me in advance I am of 19 yrs..
This MESSAGE has No Fat
No cholesterol n No Addictive
this is all natural except, with a lot of sugar. But it can never
be as sweet as the one reading it.Happy Birthday
I ALWAYS REMEMBER UR BIRTHDAY..
Its a nice feeling when you know that someone likes you,
someone thinks about you, someone needs you;but it
feels much better when you know that someone never
ever forgets your birthday.”HAPPY BIRTHDAY”
Pawandeep, INDIA
Hey Emma
Well All I Really Wanna Say Is Happy 18th Birthday, I
Hope You Have A Really Fab Day. I Can’t Wait Till I’m 18
But I’m Also Scared Of Leaving School (I’m Just 15), And
Entering The Big World Out There. I Hope I Get Good
Grades (Like You), And Your Helping Me Through My
Exams And Making Me Believe That I Could Get Good
Grades (With Alot Of Work),Your A Great Role Model For
Me, So Thanks. And Hopefully When I’m A Film Director
(Never Gonna Happen) You Could Be In One Of My Films,
Anyways A Very Very Happy Birthday And Many happy
Returns
Lots Of Love

I hope you have a wonderful birthday

xxx

Biggest fan

Emma, England

Tina, USA

A vERy haPPy bIrThDaY fRoM oNe oF fan

Happy Birthday Emma!!!!!

ThIs bIRthDAy wIll bE VerY PReetYFuL fOr u.

I hope you can make your dream come true.....

GoD Will give On THiS BitHdAy A VerY

and I’m waiting for you to come to my country....

bEAUtIFuL gIFt....

I just wanna say...your happiness is my happiness too....

agAIn......

God Bless You! :)

A vERy pResTiGeOus & ChaRFuL tEEn

Denia, Indonesia

BiRtHdaY To U..............!
rAvi, INDIA
Happy 18th Birthday !
Hoping all the best things will always come your way!^^
Jack, Hong Kong
Happy birthday!!! even though your quite far we love you
here in argentina!!! hope you enjoy it and I think you know
your the cuttiest,prettiest and the best actress ever!!!! and
i hope you can study and have the life You choose.
love!
Timothy, Argentina
HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY!
I hope it’s a fantastic day to you and you get everything
you want, you truely deserve a special day.

Dear Emma,
I LOVE YOU A LOT!!!!!Not only me there are a lot of fans
for you in Srilanka. I HOPE YOU WOULD COME HERE!!!
And HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!!!
Poornima, Srilanka
Hi Emma,
You will not believe that I am your most strongest and most
caring fan of yours. I always want you to be on the right
way always. I can feel your presence with me more than
anything, because you are the gift of allah for me. I love
you more than my life and want you to on the right way
always.
love you and keep smiling...:)
Your loving friend,
Naveed, Pakistan

Your fans will always be behind you no matter what, you’re
a fantastic actress and deserve everything you’ve got.
Well done.

Happy Birthday, Emma! I wish you can get everything
you want and live very happily and great success in your
future.

Have a great day and remember to PART-TAY!!! xox

Htet, Myanmar

Micha, England
Dear EMMA,
Hi Emma. :) I just want to wish you a very, very, very happy
birthday. I wish you can spend this amazing day with your
family and friends and everyone you love.
18 is such a important age, you are becoming and adult (at
least here in Brazil). I know it might be a bit (or a lot) scary,
but don’t let what people say make you scared about it,
‘cause you will also have so much fun from now on! :)
Anyway, happy birthday again. I really wish all of your
dreams and goals to come true, so you can be a really
happy woman. :) :*
Isabella, Brazil

May your adulthood brings more sucess in your life.
Fullﬁlling all your dearest wishes. I wish that you spend
your 18th birthday very nicely and a very very HAPPY
BIRTHDAY to you.
Sohinee, India
Happy 18th Birthday!
I hope the day is all you hoped for!
I bet you can’t wait to drive, you are a tremendous actress
and keepup the good work!
Love,

HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY!! loving everything about what
you do. Can’t wait to see the next Harry Potter movie :)
Please come to Australia!! xoxoxo
Leanne, Australia
Happy Eighteen Emma (:
Lynette, Singapore

James, England
Happy Birthday Emma! I love all of the Harry Potter movies
and the books to Happy 18th Birthday!!!
Paige, USA

Happy birthday Emma!
Wow now your 18! How does it feel?? It must
be so cool, I’m 13 so I have 5 years until I turn
18. I hope this will be the best birthday so far,
and the following from many more you have
left!!! Your a great role model for many girls
out there (including me) so keep up the good
work!!
Silvia, USA
Hey Emma,
Wishing you the best 18th birthday the world
has ever seen. I hope you and your family have
a great time celebrating such a special day.
Lots of love XX
Emily, Australia
Hi Emma and happy 18th birthday! :)
Mia, Finland
Have a magical 18th birthday Emma! from a
suppourting fan always xx
Megan, England
I love you so much emma and i wish to meet
you and Daniel some day but i think that its just
dreams will not come true!
I love you more than the holywood stars.
Dania, USA
I’m very happy for you, Emma, and I hope you
will be happy in this beautiful and special days
of your life.
You do not ever change, you are the best of
the world.
Happy Birthday, dear Emma, I love you
Davide, Italy
Hi Emma! Happy Birthday! Hope it will be
memorable... :)
Irina, Finland
happy b-day emma i’m a big fan of urs! i hope
u had a gr8 b-day with ur friends and family
but i wanted 2 ask u if u could come 2 dubai or
abu dhabi 4 a premier?it’ll be gr8 u know. we
love u a lot here
Rana happy b-day xoxoxox
Rana, Abu Dhabi-UAE

Juan Antonio, Mexico

Hey emma

I’d like to wish you very happy birthday!

Have a great 18th bithday. Hope you are well, Good luck
with everything in the future. You are a great role model
to me.

Aleksi, Finland

xxxx
Emma Jayne, England, London
Emma!
Happy Birthday, you deserve all the best things in this
whole world! I hope that someday you come to Brazil
because you have sooo many fans here.

Dear Emma,
I hope that you have a wonderful and fun 18th birthday!!
I have an older sister who has just turned 18 and I know
that she really enjoys the freedom of driving her car and
generally being independant, so I know there are lots of
different things for you to look forward to.
Also a huge congratulations for passing your driving test
ﬁrst time!

Best wishes. xoxo

Finally, I would just like to say that I thought ypur
proformance in Ballet Shoes was amazing, as well as
Harry Potter 5, and I can’t wait for number 6!

Julia, Brazil

Again, have a very happy birthday.

I love yooou!

Beth, England
happy birthday emma!. its a privilage to wish you. well i
have a ‘saying’ for you-”the reason for you being in this
world should be different from the trees and stones around
you because they come and go without doing anything
memorable”, -it isn’t proper, hope you understood. may
god bless you
eathdharvester, india

Happy Birthday Emma!! I wish you the best for this special
year. I’m already 22 but I still remember my 18th birthday :
that’s always a great step in life! so enjoy your day with your
friends and family, take care and again happy birthday!
Much love!
Sandrine, France

Very much happy britday Emma!:)
Peck:Niky
Nikolett, Hungary
Hi Emma,
Wish you all the best in the world!
I am sure your acting career is going to rock on, and best
luck on your model career as well!!
Evolnie, Hong Kong
Hi Emma,
Happy Birthday for April. That’s my mum’s birthday to. the
4th I think! ]
Anna (Your #1 fan emma!), Brussles (LOVE mussles &
seafood)

happy birthday Emma watson i have good birthday party
daniel radcliffe and rupert grint
Katie, England
Hi emma!
to be honest i dont know what to write to you. I dont
know how to make my messege more original. HAPPY
BIRTHDAY to you, i wish you luck, love, health and
everything everything good. I know that the 18th birthday
is very special. I want to turn 18 too)) but i am 15 now and i
have a bithday only in july. Be as kind cool and beautiful as
you are now. Of course be better as a person. We all love
you from Georgia (its near russia, I speak russian to))
I hope that some day i will visit London. Its my dream))
Hope you are well. I am so happy that you passed you
driving exams.))
good luck
Nina, Georgia

Hello Emma, my name is Gert.
I wish you a very good 18th birthday and hope that all your
wishes go in discharge.
Happy birthday to you emma.
Gert, Germany
Happy 18th birthday Emma! When I turned 18 last
November I was given a necklace that belonged to my
Great Great Grandmother. Congratulations on turning 18
and have a fantastic day! I hope all of your dreams and
wishes come true!
Love xx :)
Liz, England
Happy 18th Birthday Emma! In this memorable day,
wishing you all the love in the world and good luck for your
post-18 career.
Adnan, Bangladesh

Happy birthday for your 18 !!! We are two super fans of
you!! We think you are a wonderful actress and you are
very beautiful !!!
Kissing
xxxxxxx
Happy happy happy happy birthday
Jeanne and Mathilde, France
Hey Em! Just here to wish you the best birthday. You’re a
great inspirtation. Keep it up babe!
Lammii, Canada
HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA!!!!!!! ilovee u i wish u the best
for this birthday :) and all your dreams come true ;D haha
all my love from Mexico
the mexican’s fans wait you ;P
Dinorah, Mexico

Happy Birthday Emma!
Anna, Sweden
Hey Emma! You are a great actress and I hope you have
an awesome birthday ﬁlled with fun! I just want to let you
know that all of your fans, including me, are supporting
you and love you! I visit the ofﬁcial website every day.
Lots of luck for the upcoming HP movies and other movies,
too!
Love,
Siena, U.S.A.

Hello Emma !
I’m very thrilled because you will be 18 years old ! Oh my
God ! ^^
I’d just like to say to you that you’re really a great actress
! I remenber when I went to see Harry Potter 1 for the ﬁrst
time ! I was 7 years old, I think ! All this to say to you that
I’m a real fan of you ! I hope that when you will be 18 years
old you will still burst the most possible ! So much love,
a French who likes you !!!
Réjane, France

Happy 18th Birthday Emma!
I hope it’s a blast! Being 18 opens a lot of doors for you.
Your a fantastic woman!
Happy Birthday!
~Best Wishes
Carrie, United States

Hi Em! I’m Nicolas (18) from.. How can i start?? I know...:
Happy birthday!!! Hehe.. I know I’m not the one :) however,
I wish you to be the happiest eighteenth girl in the world. A
lot of people wishes it, especialy your family and friends.
So I hope you have a good time with them.
I really wish to talk to you. Just say “hello emma, how are
you?” But I’m happy now because I know you are reading
this :d

Happy 18th birthday, Emma! I will always be a big fan of
yours.

There’s lot of things I want you to know, please “listen to
me”: you are really beautiful and a beautiful person, and I
wish you the best!

Shipley, USA

Please, remember me, nico from buenos aires, argentina.
Happy birtday em!

Happy Birthday Emma!
I can’t believe your success! I am a gigantic fan of yours! I
really hope I can get a chance to meet you some day.
Have a bash at your birthday!

P.S. I have a little cat, I love “him”, his name is Calisto and
“he” wish you happy birthday too :d
“see you”
Nico, Argentina

Cheers,
Jenna, Sweden
hey emma
happy birthday hun, hope you have a great bitirthday and
daniel and rupert treat you.
loved you in all the harry potter ﬁlms and your new ﬁlm
ballet shoes. It was wonderful.
take care and god bless
Terri, Toronto Ontario , Canada
hi Emma ,Happy Birthday ,i wish u best wishes to continue
ur life with more success and more love from people.
My biggest wish is to visit Egypt where all teens loves &
respect u .
Happy Birthday
Mohamed, Egypt
How does it Feel to be 18 has it change you think are act
are is still yhe same
Raheem, Nre York
I just wanted to wish you an extra special happy 18th
birthday:) Hope you have a great day!
Tiffy, United States
Although I am not yet 18 yet , I am looking forward to when
I do become 18 as it marks the transition from adolescence
to adulthood. Becoming an adult gives you new freedoms,
but also makes you repsonsible for your own actions.
Chinky I’d, New Zealand

Hi Emma! Just wanted to wish you a happy 18th B-Day. I
hope it’s great and your career continues to bloom!
Best Wishes,
Alicia, United States
all special things for you.
H*A*P*P*Y B*I*R*T*H*D*A*Y
Emiliana, Brazil
First of all...Happy Birthday Emma! Wow, 18 is a big
number. I really hope you enjoy it and have a great time,
as well as spend time with the people you love. I’m a huge
fan, think your amazing, gorgeous and hope to see you for
many more years to come!
Celia, Mexico
Dear Emma,
Happy birthday
I wish you happiness, many, many smiles and a lot of
success in your job, and all your undertakings. Be lucky in
your love and life
Alexandrina, Bulgaria
Many boys want’s you as girlfriend...Few of them want’s
you as younger sister. If they will chance, they can guard
you, respect you and at last love you...AS SISTER. But
few of few of these guys will sacriﬁce part of their health
to protect you at all coast!...and you can call these guys
real friends...
Citate of my life-f.E.W.
Vitek, Czech Republic

N.F.L, Netherlands

Dear Emma,
I wish you happy birthday from heart...wow 18 years are
very specials, but when I will doing my 18 birthday in July
I think I will feel me as normal as I am now....just like my
friends who are now considered in part an adult but they
feel themeselves still normal boys, so i think it doesn’t
changes so much.Certenly we do new experiences,we
have new responasibilities, new choises, but the most
important thing is that we must not change with other
people who we know.
I hope you enjoy your birthday and I hope to meet you
again this year somewhere, like at the premier of the ﬁfth
ﬁlm of HP in Paris, (I have still the T-shirt “I-love emma”
perhaps do you remember) or to hear you on msn, its a bit
time tha you aren’t online ^^
Happy Birthday again see you
A kiss from “the I - Love Emma boy”
Brian, Switzerland
I wish you will still be happy when you grow up and can
always feel free .The way of life is long ,so I wish you are
ready for facing your further.
NI, China
Hi Emma...its great watching you on shows ya know...i
love harry potter and i think that you’re really cool...it will
be great if i were to have a sister like you...anyway Happy
18th Birthday Emma!!
Martha, Singapore
Hello Emma!
I want to congratulate you with yours Birthday! I have
celebrated my 18th bday in February. And I wish to say:
You must know what you have fans from Russia!
And I hope what in future perhaps I will have meet with
you in UK.
Andrew, Russia
Hi, Emma in this important day, I wish for you an happy
birthday...
Bye, from your Italian boy
P.S. be yourself
Gabriele_IT, Italy
“Whatever with the past has gone, The best is always yet
to come” (Lucy Larcom 1824-1893)
I wish you much success with your acting career and with
everythwish you will do in future and NOW GO PARTY,
hope u will have time of your life!
From me just to congratulate on your 18th birthday!
Toni, Croatia

Dear Emma or should I write Ms. Watson because you’re
18 now? I prefer the ﬁrst one. The only thing I want to wish
is Happy Birthday.
Hope you have got nice presents. Oh and there’s another
thing, I only wish you the best for your future. And once
again Happy Birthday :-)
Michael, Germany
Happy Birthday, Emma! I hope that all your wishes to come
true. I wish that your career to bloom as ﬂowers.
I’m turning 18 on April 16 and I was honour when I ﬁnd out
that you are born on April 15. I admire you and I wish you
the best of luck!
Alina, Romania
Happy birthday Emma! I hope that you to be always so
beamish and rejoice with your presence on screen. With
love your best fan - Stella.***
Stiliqna, Bulgaria,Kazanlak
Dear Emma,
Wherever you are, think of your dreams.
Oh please, remember life ain’t always what it seems
For each rainy day that comes your way
The sun will come shining and you’ll be okay.
Wherever you go, whatever you do,
Keep on smiling and Lady Luck will smile too.
Wish you all the Best
This Immense World has!
Have a very Happy Birthday
Andrew, Russia
Hi! Emma wish you a very HAPPY BIRTHDAY God bless
you & give u the britest future.
Gaurav, India
HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMMA!!!!!!!!!!!
I will be turning 18 in a couple months as well and already
I am so excited to do more things. I hope your birthday is
AMAZING and that it is everything you wish.
Kate, USA
18 is just a number, and yet it changes hugely and harshely
the way the world looks at, and to some extent judges, us.
Destiny made you grow up quickly, but I truly wish than
your life from 18 on will be just as full of happiness as it as
seemingly been from 0 to 18.
Happy birthday!!!
Roberto, Italy / UK

Isabella, Sweden

Dear Emma, I wish you Health…
So you may enjoy each day in comfort.
I wish you the Love of friends and family…
And Peace within your heart.
I wish you the Beauty of nature…
That you may enjoy the work of God.
I wish you Wisdom to choose priorities…
For those things that really matter in life.
I wish you Generousity so you may share…
All good things that come to you.
I wish you Happiness and Joy…
I wish you the best of everything…
That you so well deserve.
Happy Birthday!!!!!!!
Tanya, Russia
Happiness deep down within.
Serenity with each sunrise.
Success in each facet of your life.
Family beside you.
Close and caring friends.
Health, inside you.
Love that never ends.
Special memories of all the yesterdays.
A bright today with much to be thankful for.
A path that leads to beautiful tomorrows.
Dreams that do their best to come true.
Appreciation of all the wonderful things about you.
Be happy!!!
Elena, Russia
Happy birthday, Emma! In the past I sent some colourful
graphics to you by snail mail and received 2 autographed
photos from you, so thank you for that. My 18th birthday
was in November, celebrated in December. The plan
was to take a last chance at being childish and ﬂy kites
then have an evening meal in a restaurant at the beach.
Unfortunetly there was a hideous STORM [here in holland]
on that day so it was impossible to ﬂy absolutely anything
or stay outside but we entertained ourselves by dining,
and hopping to other towns to ‘party.’ I hope the weather
will turn out in your favour and your birthday will be as
memorable as mine. Good luck with everything in the
future and beyond,
love, Francesca
Chessy, Italy / Holland

Hello Emma, I dunno what to say in order to be very original,
I would love to tell you an authentic birthday message,
something that no one should have told you before, but
I believe I could not make it... forgive me Emma, I really
tried to...
- One day I saw a child
- Whose delight I can’t describe
- I still dunno how, with my gift, right now, arrive
- Without seems so rude or wild
- Two hours I watched a girl
- Whose beauty thrilled my heart
- OMG, her birthday is on april
- How I?m gonna reach her on this Earth?
- Three minutes I met a woman
- It was a dream came true
- She give me back the Spark, that’s the clue
- And now she’s turning 18, no using any wand
- HBP (Happy Birthday Princess)
- HBP (my Hermione Beloved and Pure)
- HBP (Hope Behold you at Premiere)
- HBP (of Half Blood Prince)
Luis, Mexico
Heyy Em,
I hope you have an ah-mazing birthday!!!!! I can’t believe
you are turning 18! It is just crazy! Haha I can’t wait to see
the new movie!!!!! HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!! <3 :]
Avery, USA
hi!!
Ok I hope you have a very good and happy birthday. I
wish that you continue being the same beautiful person.
Byee!! :)
Paula, Colombia
hello emma ?????????
well ﬁrst of all .. I want to say you “” you are the best actress
in the world “”... you are my idoL **
happy birthday ????????????? (18)
I am far from england, but some day I will go to meet you
and DaN...
I wish you the best in your day and enjoy with friends and
family
From chile lovingly for emma watson

Happy 18th Birthday, Emma. I hope that you have a great
day. You are so beautiful and talented and I know that you
will have continued success in all that you do. So, once
again, Happy Birthday.

Barbara*, chile southamerica.

Steve, United States

I wish you a very happy 18th birthday! I hope, you can
celebrate this day with all you friends and you family.

Happy Birthday Emma CANADA LOVES YA!
Tyler, Canada

Hello Emma!

Yours sincerely
Sheila, Switzerland

a very happy birthday to u......may this year brings u
happiness to ur contenment and success to ur career
and u get what u deserve as u project alot of talent and
grace.....which is what every one likes about you.
Abeer Altaf, pakistan
Hey Emma!! Happy 18th Birthday!! I hope it is the best one
yet. I’m going to tell you a little about myself. My name is
Jennifer and I live in the United States in South Carolina.
I love to play lacrosse and swim. I think you are great role
model. You are not like most actors and actress. You say
honest things, like how you said you like to read. I mean
most people would never say that. That is way you are such
a great role model. You are not going to get yourself drunk
like some other people. You are a completely awesome
girl who studies hard. People should look up to you. You
are so great and you are a girl who has helped me through
a lot in life just by being who you are. You have helped me
realize that it does not matter what people think of me and
to just be myself ( all of this may sound cheesy.) I have
always wanted to be an actress before I saw you in the
Harry Potter ﬁlms. You just made me want to do it even
more. I don’t want to do it for the money or the fame.I know
that I will probably never become because the chance is
like one in a million. I just want to entertain people, like
I know you do. I can’t wait to see what you are going to
do after the Harry Potter ﬁlms. This may not sound like
much of a happy birthday but I want to tell you how much I
admire you. I hope you have a great birthday.
Jennifer, USA
Happy 18th Birthday Emma! You rock!
Stephanie, USA
Happy 18th Birthday! In another year, you’ll be 19.. and
in another, 20...18 is just another year if you think about
it...but what’s important here is how you act afterwards...
you’re 18 years wiser now,,, a year wiser than last year. As
you grow up, everything just keeps getting better,, you just
have to make the right choices to make it even sweeter.
=)
Leandro, Philippines

happy birthday em, may ur life be full of colors, happiness
and the sweetest smile that you have, never shads off
ur face......from the depths of my heart i wish that ur life
blossoms and brightens up for always,woooow happy
18!!!
kanica, india
Hi Emma!
Happy 18th Birthday! I hope you have a wonderful
birthday.
Best wishes,
Kayla, USA
Happy Birthday Emma,
I Hope you are ﬁne. We are love . We think to you for your
birthday.
I don’t speak very good french. I hope you understand. So,
I Hope a lot of hapiness and ceaseless to be you and to be
natural because we love just like that.
You are magniﬁcient and i love very strong. Happy Happy
Birthday.
Big Kiss.
Cindy, FRANCE (Niort)
Hello Emma,
I wish you a wonderful birthday and good luck for all your
projects. I´m 15 years old and I don´t know how it is turning
18 but I think it´s a special and important day :) I´m a huge
fan of you since HP 1 and I can´t believe that you turn
18 know,the time seems to pass very fast. You´re my role
model and you are the best actress in the world, i hope
you stay always yourself.
Bye!
Annette, Germany
happy 18th birthday emma hope you have a lovely day
with love, hugs from your biggest fan lauren.xx
lauren, lincolnshire

Hiiiiiiiiiiii Emma!!!
Many many happy returns of the day!!!!
In advance!!!
May god bless u and all ur dreams come true!!!!
Chinmay, India
Hey Emma
Happy 18th Birthday. I hope all your dreams come true
with joy and laughter.
Lots of love,
Jason, AUSTRALIA

Dear Emma, I wish you a very merry happy 18th birthday!
I hope you enjoy it. Have a wonderful day!
Severina, Canada
i love you emma i really hope your birthday is the best k
and don’t give up on the harry potter movies you almost
gave me a scare
felicia, united states

hey emma hw r u????????
i am ur birthday gift courier you then ﬁrst person wish u
happy birth day
bye take care
Tushar, INDIA (DELHI)
Happy 18th Emma!
It’s scary turning 18 (I know because I turn 18 2 weeks
before you do!) but just have fun and don’t stop being
yourself.
Hope you have a good day. X
Kate, England
Hey! Just wanted to say happy 18th birthday! Congrats
that u have made it all this way...and nothing bad has
happened to you yet.(ex-Brittney and her sis) You rock!
p.s. a birthday pinch to grow an inch
pps: I want to be exactly like you!
Reagan, U.S.A
Happy Birthday Emma! I hope you’ll have fun Birthday
and I hope you’ll get your wishes! I wish you an ocean of
happiness! Let all your dreams come true sooner rather
than later!
Ksenya, Russia
Happy Birthay
accomplish!

Emma

and

may

all

your

wishes

Raluca, Romania
Dear Emma.
HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY!! Wow, I can’t believe how
fast time has passed. You’re an adolt now, a woman. I’m
looking so much forward to see more of you in the future.
And, congrats with the passing of your driving test!! :)
Have a great birthday. May your deepest wishes come
true.
PS. Good luck with the Half-blood Prince!!!
Helene, Norway
Well i tink i’m the ﬁrst to say Happy Birthday Emma and
hope all of ur dreams come true and u will have a B-day
whit all of ur friends and family...u are great in what u do
so don’t stop...Good job on all HP ﬁlms and i hope the
next one and the next and others will be super so HAPPY
BIRTDAY EMMA!!!!!!
Alin, Romania

Anisha
Hi, Emma. I’m a really big fan of you like everyone who
sent you birthday messages. Even though I’m just 13 and
I have a lot of exams to work, I usually get on the Turkish
Emma Watson Fan Forum. (http://www.emmafan.net)
I just read the seventh book, so I feel very happy for
Weasleys. (Not Arthur or Molly, I mean, Ronald and
Hermione!)
I’m trying to be very hardworking like you, (teachers think
so do I) so I must go now.
Happy birthday Emma, happy birthday to yoouuu!
Ezgi, Turkey
Hi Emma, Happy 18th! I’m 18 myself and its the time to
have alot of fun with your life and ﬁgure out what you
really want to do. Its also nice to have a lot more freedom
but with freedom comes lots of different responsibilities.
Happy Birthday Emma and best wishes for your future
decisions. x
Hannah, England

Hey, Happy 18th Emma! Have a drink on me;) and enjoy
yourself! As they say..your only 18 once, may as well live
it to the full=D!
Have a great day! xx
Danielle, Scotland, UK
Happy birthdayyyy!
I hope you’ll have a wonderful day with family and friends.
You’re an amazing person and a role model for me and
many other.
Best wishes
Sanni xxxx

Hi Emma! Happy Happy birthday for 18 years. Now you
are in world of adults and you can be proud on that…I
wish you to be happy, health, to have luck in love :) and of
course everything YOU want. I hope that you will be good in
your business-ﬁlm industry or in something else (whatever
you’ll be doing). I hope that you will ﬁnish (and continued)
school successful. You are the best actress and I know
that you’ll be in future to. I’m not 18 (I am 15) but I think
that these are the best years for young person. I would be
very proud on my-self if I’ll be in your skin because some
years ago you were a little girl in a big world of business,
and I think that you grown-up in beautiful talented woman
and you are still like usually girl (not like some divas). So
be good and celebrate your birthday as great you can. You
go girl lol!!!

Sandra P, Sweden

Dasha, Slovenia

Emma!! You’re 18!!! I’m wishing you all the best for your
birthday!!! I’m so happy for you, because you became a
dazzlingly beautiful girl as you grow up.

My only wish is you must come out with sucess! and all
your dreams come true.

Happy birthday Emma! I congratulate you again on your
birthday! And don’t forget to keep you chin up. Cheer up,
Emma!! I hope we will meet someday at same movie or
face to face. I believe this wishes can come true.
I love you, love you so much!
Tae-Kyung, Korea

Rabiya, India
Happy Birthday to the best actress in the universe. Hope
you have the best birthday that i could posssble wish for
you. You deserve an amazing day. Then maybe one day
my dream will come true and i will get to meet you for that
split second. Enjoy your special year! Luv ya xx
Ashleigh, UK

Happy Birthday
Love, your biggest fan
Hailey, Canada
Hey
Emma, I want to give you my best wishes for your birthday.
Sorry for my bad English, it’s cause I’m Mexican.
My wishes:
- Have the best 18th birthday ever.
- Continue with your studies, as well as with acting.
- Have fun with your friends, at the cast and at your
home.
- Keep being so loved and lovely.
- Win many, many more awards.
- Get to win the Best Acress Award at the Academy Awards
(not easy, but if you act like you act, you will get there)
One thing, make pranks on the Daniel and Rupert and tell
us about it at http://www.emmawatsonofﬁcial.com.
I want you to know that you are a great actress and girl,
soon woman.
You are Emma-zing and you will get very far, my best
wishes!
Love,
Natalia, Mexico

